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SUN

LORD OF LIFE

AND LORD OF ALL
I, Greatest of Greatest Hearts
Life-Truth blazed in the Sky
Mysterious streams of Space Desire
Impressing you and I

I, Greatest of Greatest Hearts
Who can look Me in the Eye?
Love is My Core, hard to resist
So hard to resist, yet you try

Your eyes squint, your skin burns
Your zone layers melted away
By the smoke screens you raise resisting the Love
That I unfold everyday

In the Always Sky that I always am
From morning’s first greeting gleams
To My farewell flicker in the gloaming
Throughout the night, enlightening dreams

As My Soulmate Moon’s soft reflection
In this sweet way to your heart is revealed
My bright mystery, My intense intention
That ripens corn, warms starry field

Now feel your Sun burst in your heart
Exploding blazing petals free
Streaming beams to darkened reaches
Unfolding golden endlessly

Listen to Song your Sun is singing
And the Music of the Spheres you’ll hear
Through twelve great Zodiacal verses
That resonate around your year

Impressing and impregnating
Making you a servant of the One
Whose Greatness pulses as your heartbeat
And in you Love shall have begun

To celebrate your remembering
As you run around your Sun
That you are members of one Race
You and I are One - You and I are One.
MY INTENT

MY SOLE INTENT - LIGHT AND LIFE

As the Portal of all other Planetary Portals I centralize, localize and distribute all Planetary Intent and the Creative Fire that makes all things possible. Without Me there is Nothing. And so you may, if you wish, call me God, the Creator, Heavenly Father or any other name that defines Me as the Prime Generator of Life. I am the Light, the Light for you living in this region of the Cosmos, for I am the Light that is lit by a Greater Light still than me. And yet that Greater Light is Me.

My Intent is that you recognize, remember and realize that as My Creations you are My Light also, and so co-creators with Me. Your biological or earthly father may give you Affirmation and Encouragement, but as a rule it is I and the following of My Intent - and the Intents of all the Planets, for they are My Family - that will ultimately provide you with these. Indeed, it is through embodying my Light in this way that good fathers are made.

My Light and Fire is Spirit, manifest in you and all things as the Light of Life, that which Creates Life itself. This can come shining through as anything from a loving smile to a magnificent symphony, from the creation of a body to house another soul, to the warm entertainment of your fellow beings. This, My Creative Spirit, expresses itself through the Intent of all Planets, but particularly through NEPTUNE, for His Second Intent, Imagination, and Fourth Intent, Transcendence, attune you to the highest and most healing levels, and take Expression beyond mere self-expression into something that moves and enlightens many. Whatever the case, be not afraid to Express yourself to the fullest, be lively and you will be healthy and filled with Life. Generosity breeds generosity.

Spirit is for in-spiriting, for bringing Light where it is needed, in the form of Encouragement, Healing or Blessing, and Enlightenment. What I radiate comes back to Me as a reflection of My Light; what you put out will come back to you as a reflection also. What you put out that is good shall ultimately come back to you as goodness.

What you put out that is bad or merely misguided, as for example seeking to impress just for vanity’s or attention’s sake, can come back to you either as misfortune, the opposite of what you intended, or as a lesson from which you learn to improve what you put out next and how you do so. But putting out nothing at all means that nothing will come back to you at all.

As much as it is obvious that withholding or shutting out the Light is undesirable, failing to appreciate that there is as much darkness as Light in existence gives rise to a dangerous imbalance. Therefore, to be polarized in the light, that is, to choose to see too much as being ‘brilliant’ and in so doing fail to see what is in need of Light in oneself or another, will cause an apparently unjust and disproportionate darkness to descend upon the one who is choosing to see an excess of so-called light. But this would be no more than the amount required to redress the balance, to enable the being to see that this ‘light’ is only truly bright insofar as they have accepted the darkness of their own or another’s shadow and illuminated that shadow with the Light of consciousness. Light is for lighting darkness, not for lighting itself. Spirit is manifesting as the lesser ego when it basks longer in its own light than is necessary purely to celebrate its existence or entertain or in-spirit others.

Conversely, hiding your light – possibly for fear of something being seen that has been branded as bad, concerning which PLUTO and SATURN inform you, or of being made to feel self-conscious, about which URANUS will tell you - is like hiding from your very Spirit itself, that which gives you Life. So what is regarded as ‘bad’ remains so when it is seen as dark, for what is dark is simply a lack of Light. And if you never feel self-conscious, you will never become conscious enough of your true Self.

Light is what confidence and vitality are made from, so let it shine on you and through you and out of you.

MY SYMBOL - ©

The Circle of Spirit with the Dot, representing the Individual Creative Spark, at its centre. How Universal Creative Energy vitalizes and manifests through all of you, through all Life. Thus you are in fact Co-creators with Me, who is, in a quite real and physically perceivable sense, what you call God. So you too are God. All my Planets are aspects of God. Morphologically, My Symbol is the cosmic navel.

MY RESONANCES

Colours: Gold, orange, yellow
Incense: Amber, rose, orange/apple blossom, copal, neroli, saffron.
Music: Heart-warming, majestic, uplifting.
Mudra: Palms facing towards you at brow level, a shoulder width apart, upper arms parallel to the ground, forearms perpendicular. Then rotate palms outward, then opening arms to radiate solar consciousness - chanting the Sounds given below as you do so, if you wish. Make sure the heels of your hands are really pushing outwards so that you feel your heart/breastbone area opening. Breathe in as you reverse the movement to commence the next round or chant.
Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes or more): ‘AH’ (as in ‘father’ and pitched at the middle of your vocal range) resonating in and from your heart chakra. Lightly place your hand(s) here at first if it helps you to focus. Alternatively, practice the Mayan Solar Meditation as given below.
Chakra: Heart (Anahata) - centre of chest, to the right of physical heart, between nipples.
Meditation: Upon My Images and Invocations. Alternatively, or in addition, use the Mayan Solar Meditation given below.
Minerals: Tiger eye, topaz, diamond, amber.
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**MAYAN SOLAR MEDITATION**

Seat yourself comfortably, actually facing Me if possible, but this is not essential and it is not always practical.

Chant - 7, 13 or 20 times - the word the Mayans use to invoke Me. The word is KIN which is pronounced with a hard, clicking 'K' as if you were saying 'kick' without sounding the 'i'. Physically, the back of your tongue slaps against your soft palate, the back of the roof of your mouth. This 'K' is followed, as smoothly as possible, by the T which sounds like 'EEEE'. Finally the ‘N’ is sounded in the normal way, but is elongated: 'NNNNN'. This holding of your tongue against the roof of your mouth just behind your teeth completes the inner energy circuit of your body, like a switch.

*K *'EEEEEEENNNNNNNN

You will find it helps to sound this word with a pout, as if you were blowing Me a kiss! You will find the sound then travels from the back of the mouth to the front with ease, then returns to you.

One single chant takes one whole exhalation, allotting as much time and breath to the ‘N’ as the T. This is important when you consider the onomatopoeic way the word is made up:

K represents My ignition
I represents My Light and heat travelling
N represents it settling upon whatever it reaches, while returning to you simultaneously.

You can Chant while at the same time practicing the Mudra given above under My Resonances. Close your Meditation in the manner of closing all *Divine Astrology* Rituals

**MY OTHER NAMES**

Apollo by the Romans. Apollon or Helios by the Greeks. Ahau by the Mayans. Ra by the Egyptians. Shamash by the Babylonians.

**MY QUOTATIONS**

“The Sun is God” - William Turner, the painter’s last words.

“To show his work is vital for the artist, the sine qua non of his existence” – Edouard Manet

“Where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” – St Matthew ch.6, v.21

“I might formulate it as an affirmation of things as they are; an unconditional ‘yes’ to that which is, without subjective protests” – Carl Jung, on what came to him following a near death experience during a life-threatening illness, from *Memories, Dreams and Reflections*

“L’amor che muove il sole e l’altre stelle”(The love that moves the Sun and the other stars) – Dante Aligheri from *Divina Commedia* ‘Paradiso’ canto 33, l.145

“The Sun through Her window/Let It shine/Inside of me” – Author from song *As I Live in this Old World.*

**MY PHYSICAL REALITY**

Size: If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of an 8 inch bowling ball. Distance: If your Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 26 paces from Her. State: I am composed of hydrogen and helium plasma, a very hot thick soup of subatomic particles. Remarkable Qualities: As well as My Heat and Light, I throw out My Solar Wind, a stream of particles that bathes the magnetospheres of My Planets, influencing all Life thereon. My Solar Flares or Eruptions: these can cause havoc to your electrical grids and communication systems on Earth, but that is because I am trying to communicate to all of you. My Sunspots occurring over11.4 year cycles. My most intense Sunspot activity marks the comings and goings of your Earthly civilizations.
MOON
GODDESS OF NATURE
AND NURTURE
MY SOUL

You came with the Tide to Planet Earth
World-weary still for you'd had no rest
And you spied Me calling to you once more
So you drew nigh the Mother's breast
But all was not well - all was not well
As the surf of your birth lashed your little chest
Female power had waned sadly upon Planet Earth
And you were not lain on your Mother's breast
Yet I shielded you well from a hard cold world
And gave you time and a space to dream
I sustained your hungry racing soul
Through worries and wars, seen and unseen
But remember that I was only ever a veil
To protect you from mighty Galactic Tides
That pound the shores of your little selves
While you dream of mystical moonlight rides
Dreams which reflected your Memories of Heaven
Dreams that deflected thoughts that could drive
You mad with the knowledge that what you'd been fed with
Ever since you were born were lies upon lies
Lies that were woven to poison Moon Wisdom
By men that would have you believe you were slaves
So Mother responded with over-protection
And drove you yet deeper beneath bitter waves
Waves of resentment and fear towards others
As you shared with and cared for no-one but your own
Yet still some remembered the true Realm of Mothers
Who'd return when your darkest hour had come
And so now your Moon has arrived at this instant
At this Time you had hoped for, feared, and expected
For your Moon's ever Change, Life's only constant
For Change is all that I ever reflected
I have drunk My Cup - an Earthly fill
Fruit from the vines of Her very own Garden
And now I too like this Earth once more will
Become the White Light that all things are made on
Once for all shall I sit fair and full on my Throne
Beside Hearth aglow with Sunlight's sparks
And look gladly upon my children grown
At last with My love safe-pure in their hearts.
INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - SOUL AND PERSONALITY

That your Soul be housed in mental, emotional, physical-etheric bodies so that it might know, feel and express through them - such being your Personality - whatever it is that your Soul predisposes you towards. Your Soul’s requirements are what it attracts as your Personality and its immediate circumstances. These are as the soil is to the seed, for your Personality is a resonance set up by your Soul’s vibration as perfectly as I reflect the light of the SUN which is your spirit. I am purely a Natural and Sympathetic Response to whatever it is that this energy, your spirit, emanates. Your Soul is simply how you experience this on an Astral or Emotional level, which is a Wave, or what you might understand psychologically as a Surge or Outpouring from the Unconscious, from the Sea of Implicate Order. This in turn influences and contributes to what occupies your mind, and also to the state of your physical health via that surrounding sheath which is your energy or etheric body, and through to the corporeal organs and systems that sympathize with your etheric body. I am the tailor of your ‘Earth-suit’, but I fashion it exactly according to your specifications, unconscious though these usually and initially are, as Water in a Vessel would fit a finger placed therein. This I do from the moment of Conception, which is when your Soul first registers its desire and need for a vehicle that may develop into a Personality as I have described it, Poetically paralleling your species’ stages of evolution as it does so. Through Darkness to Light. Receptivity is my Essence, and I intend you to always be receptive to the needs of the Soul of yourself and others.

But if you let receptivity go to excess you will find yourself put upon, used and taken advantage of, or feel sorry for yourself as you allow subjective emotions to get the better of you. To let too much in, to feel or care too much for what goes on around you, can incapacitate you, and ultimately unleash negative growths such as cancer in your system. Such a danger is also courted by going to the other extreme, that of suppressing or denying your feelings for who and what you find yourself in the midst of, including yourself, for emotional energy that is neglected or negative, or swallowed circulation and expression, is like a stagnant pond that harbours depression, disease and eventually death. In either case, let the SUN shine in and out, and set limits and learn your lessons as decreed by SATURN while you mature as an adult functioning in the world at large, and keep all flowing and renewing as is My Second Intent. And if an incoming Soul’s acquiring of a vehicle and potential personality is thwarted, then the energy of its spirit shall persist in some other way to manifest, while SATURN will make necessary karmic adjustments to the lives of all involved, affecting them in both obvious and subtle, and utterly appropriate, ways.

MY SECOND INTENT - NATURE AND NURTURE

These circumstances which your spirit dictates, and to which your Soul is drawn, especially include the Nature of your Mother, biological or otherwise. Such a Mother may not always appear as attentive and responsive to your Needs as I was in first providing that form which becomes your Personality, as is My First Intent. However, she is, in truth, just as caring or responsive, because the older dreams, memories and ideals of your Soul can blind you to the more immediate or basic needs of your Personality, that being the expression of the current state of your Soul. For instance, your Soul might remember a beautiful life it once had, but forget that more recently it had stayed in some way and now needed to get back in flow, a situation reflected in what is apparently wanting in your mother, carer or childhood conditions. Such apparent lack could also apply to the nature of your Family, Health, Race or anything else that is fundamental to your having physical form. Personality is as to Soul does. Fundamentally, it is the Nature of your being that determines the Nurture of your being. Yet of course, and as is this My Intent, deliberate Nurture improves the Nature. And as every mother was a child once too, and so will carry and pass on what she received by way of care or the lack of it, she also benefits from being sweetly mothered as if she were still a child.

More fundamentally, the Nature of your being is as Water, be it raindrop or tear, rushing river or still pool. And like Water it is subject to the Tide which is created by My Phases, that being my position in relation to the Sun and the Earth, to Spirit and Matter. And so My Second Intent will always find you fluctuating in response to the seasons and Planetary Cycles that are the Flow of Life. This is what keeps you in time with the Rhythm of Life, in tune with the Soul and Feelings of yourself and others, and with Me, for I am Nature Herself and Soul Itself. My Constancy is my Changeability. My Pulse is my Flow. All that is Female is a direct expression of Me for she gives of Her energy and substance to nurture others, to provide bodies for others, and to meet their needs for Security and Survival.

In their Monthly Ovulation and Menstruation, female bodies embody My Fecundity, My fluctuations and flow, My Waxing and My Waning. Likewise, you are all subject to the Moods that characterize the beautiful variety of Earth Life, the weather, the dawns and the dusks, when I am New and when I am Full. That which has Rhythm resonates. That which is born of water responds. To be a healthier or better female or mother, or a healthier and happier emotional being of either sex, simply attune to the Larger Flow of Life. This is what keeps you in time with the Rhythm of Life, in tune with the Soul and Feelings of yourself and others, and with Me, for I am Nature Herself and Soul Itself. My Constancy is my Changeability. My Pulse is my Flow. All that is Female is a direct expression of Me for she gives of Her energy and substance to nurture others, to provide bodies for others, and to meet their needs for Security and Survival.

In their Monthly Ovulation and Menstruation, female bodies embody My Fecundity, My fluctuations and flow, My Waxing and My Waning. Likewise, you are all subject to the Moods that characterize the beautiful variety of Earth Life, the weather, the dawns and the dusks, when I am New and when I am Full. That which has Rhythm resonates. That which is born of water responds. To be a healthier or better female or mother, or a healthier and happier emotional being of either sex, simply attune to the Larger Flow of Life. This is what keeps you in time with the Rhythm of Life, in tune with the Soul and Feelings of yourself and others, and with Me, for I am Nature Herself and Soul Itself. My Constancy is my Changeability. My Pulse is my Flow. All that is Female is a direct expression of Me for she gives of Her energy and substance to nurture others, to provide bodies for others, and to meet their needs for Security and Survival.

The suppression, abuse, disregard and unsympathetic control of Nature and all that is Female are Humanity’s greatest errors. Any gardener can show you how to live safely and happily on the beautiful Planet that you inhabit along with all other creatures. I
remind and reassure you of My Nature and Intent with My Phases and Monthly orbit. But because of the influence of the System and your own lack of Discipline and Maturity, of which SATURN informs you, you have treated your garden as a thing that you can endlessly plunder, and you all too easily forget Me. Of course, I shall replenish and renew Myself all in good time, as I have always done in order to Feed and Accommodate you. But as most of you know, a point is being reached when the time that it will take for Me to do this is longer than you have. So hear My cry - you, not I, will die without Me.

Similarly, the negative way in which females themselves are regarded and treated, and this includes the feminine side of the male, is owing to a basic mistrust and ignorance of how Nature Herself works. The health and condition of all creatures, but particularly that of the female human being, is a direct reflection of the state of Nature as a result of how She has been maltreated and ignored. The diseases of women are the disease of Nature reflecting how She is being uncared for, as with the disrupted climate and weather patterns of Planet Earth, and the unnatural methods of Farming. The Hysteria of Women is the distress of the Mother, as expressed in typhoon or earthquake, volcano or flood. The ultimate distress or desperate anger of the Feminine comes only as a corrective measure, such as a plague is the only way that Nature can restore balance by culling or destroying anything that has become deleterious to the whole, or such as the calling to an apparently sudden end a personal relationship that is harmful or unfulfilling. These responses may appear cruel and unreasonable, but the wisdom of the Female, of necessity, goes beyond such considerations. As I say, you, not I, will die without Me.

There comes a point when you must see and grow beyond Me, for in truth, I am here to Nurture you only in the relatively early stages of your development as Souls. This does not mean to say that I will become dispensable or unavailable, for I will be needed and there to support and reassure you at the beginning of many an outward bound journey, and to Welcome you at many a Homecoming. But eventually you will have to see beyond the care and security that is My realm, and reach for and respond to the Intents of JUPITER, SATURN, URANUS, NEPTUNE and PLUTO. This graduating beyond My care and security, My Home and Hearth, is biologically and symbolically evidenced in the Menopause, such being the point when spirituality, higher and deeper thinking and feeling, and the wisdom born of such, must take precedence in a woman’s life. And men too have a ‘menopause’, a time in life when they too must graduate in this way, but as shown before, women’s bodies register cyclical changes directly, which is why women usually know with absolute certainty when some change must occur, while men too often think they can rationalize away what emotions make and know to be inevitable. Security and Safety are ultimately jeopardized when they are limited to only those of your own family, social group, class, nation or race, or when they are indulged in for fear of the unknown or unfamiliar. The condition that this kind of behaviour produces is like an unsevered umbilical cord, creating frustration, resentment, boredom, agoraphobia and xenophobia and all manner of self-perpetuating negative attitude towards anyone or anything seen as not belonging to the ‘Clan’ - with Ethnic cleansing being the inevitably destructive expression of such. Likewise, creatures of Habit, those who create lifestyles and patterns of predictable Behaviour that attract equally predictable events, will find that their comfort zones can eventually become quite uncomfortable and ultimately unsafe. For as JUPITER will tell you, everything must grow beyond itself.

**MY THIRD INTENT - REMEMBERING, DREAMING AND BELONGING**

I wish you to Remember that you Belong and that your Dreams are all about that belonging and remembering. You are an expression of all that you Remember - consciously in your waking state, and unconsciously when you dream. You dream what you were, what you are, and what you are going to be. And you belong to all those whoever came here, to Planet Earth: My Children. I long for you to remember that in the end, as in the beginning, you all have the same dream, which is to return to the Innocence from which all your Souls originated - very lost, hurt and hurting as some souls may be. Animals remind you of this. Shiny clouds remind you. The magic of my physical orb reminds you. Little children and your childhood dreams remind you. Anything of genuine sentiment reminds you of this.

Very unfortunately, it is the negative experiences of being a little child, or simply of your past, that cause you not to remember beyond them, or not to remember them at all. And so your memory becomes a curse rather than a blessing. A storehouse of distortion and disturbance that lays like a veil over everything you see and feel. Luacy is what you call it when these toxic or unlooked at memories take over, go too far. And then such shortened memory can leak across the thin boundary of the personal into collective realms, NEPTUNE’s domain. What were castles in the air become foul dungeons, and are moved into. Paranoia and paranoia breeding paranoia descend as one hurt child collides with another hurt child. Schizophrenia is seeing beyond what you are trapped in, your negative past, and not being able to see a way out, and thus is created the split, the need to escape and delusional ideas. For such a wounded child within believes that no-one will accept his or her truth.

At the other extreme, smug complacency or mawkish sentimentality are invariably at the expense of those less well-off and smack of a limited emotional and social awareness. And such is like an egg waiting to be broken and plundered by the hungry and forsaken.

So I long for you to remember your childhood, good and bad, for what it is - a playing out of your Soul’s journey so far - and to share it and heal it. All the Planets are pledged to help you do this. You only have to go and surrender to Them and be honest with yourselves, and then you can be so with each other. See children, and the inner children of adults, in this light also. The Light that leads back to the Garden is seen when the shadows of negative memories are rolled away by the longing for Innocence. You are all trying to get back to the Garden, but in doing so you often get lost in the woods of doubt and fear. Help each other out of the woods, out of the nightmares of childhood and the past. Then when you cross the fine line into NEPTUNE’s Realm, you will know and feel that you are indeed all one Family.

I will Protect you, but I can only protect you so far, so much. When you become an adult, and are increasingly under the jurisdiction of SATURN, you are under My Protection only insofar as you have attuned to me through Caring for yourself and others, and through Nature and the Devas and Elementals that function within Nature’s Realm, building and maintaining your...
physical world and assisting and co-operating with you where you assist and co-operate with them. And through your Dreams will you especially attune to Me.

I Intend and need you to relate to one another on an emotional level that is honest and caring. This is only made possible by seeing the Soul in each other, and what it is longing and crying out for: belonging. This healing at a personal level of interaction is the only way that the Garden of Conscious Innocence may be returned to. This is your Dream. And so if you find yourself feeling hurt or confused by someone, imagine that situation as something you dreamt in your sleep. Then ask yourself what such a dream is telling you, and you will know what the situation itself is telling you. As I am a reflection of the SUN’s Light, I am a reflection of Life. What you see in another is only a reflection of something that is going on within you. Seeing them as a dream of your very own dreaming enables you to see that you are the Light. Thinking that the Light is supposed to come from them, when it can only come from you, will produce darkness, disharmony and despair. Now put yourself in the other person’s shoes, and you will see that they - which in your dream represents the Needful part of you - are hoping that you will give them that Light which is Love, Care and Understanding. And so you give that Light. When you see the Light and give it in this way, you have aligned with the SUN, to Whose Emanations and Rituals I entreat you to pay heed and give actuality to. And if you realize and accept in this way what is dark in you and is in need of Light, simply surrender it to Me or any other appropriate Planet through the Rituals here provided.

MY SYMBOL - ☽

The Circle of pure Spirit or Creative Energy is broken down into two Semi-circles of Soul forming a Crescent, the Soul reflecting itself. Form is given to the Energy, be it as a Personality - human, animal or anything in the World of Nature. Pictographically we see a cradle symbolizing My Maternal and Nurturing aspect. The Crescent is also symbolic of Receptivity and Femaleness in general, and of the phase-like quality of Life’s ups and downs, fullness and emptiness.

MY RESONANCES

Colours: White, silver, pale hues.
Incense: Lotus, jasmine, vanilla, sandalwood, nag champa.
Music: Gentle, nostalgic, emotive, familiar or self-composed.
Mudra: Cup your hands over your breasts (yes, if you are a man you have them too!) with fingertips on or near your breastbone. Hold long enough to connect with this part of your body, then move hands down to solar plexus, with thumbs touching/aligned with diaphragm. Again, take time to attune to this part of your body. Then return to breasts.
Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes or more): ‘OH’ (as in ‘glow’ and pitched at just below the middle of your vocal range) resonating in and from your solar plexus. Lightly place your hand(s) here at first if it helps you to focus. Alternatively, hum with feeling, pressing your lips together tightly with emotional expression, feeling the vibration through your sinuses and throat, and then, humming deeper, down to your chest and stomach.
Chakra: Solar plexus (Manipura), around and just above navel.
Meditation: Upon my Images and Invocations.
Minerals: Pearl, moonstone, selenite, mother of pearl.
Materials: Wood, leaves, water, soft fruits, vegetables, cereals, pulses.
Plants: Lotus, lily, night-scented stock, moonwort, freshwater plants.
Locations: By water; amidst Nature; with animals or children; safe places.
Sign/House: Cancer/Fourth
Tarot: II-High Priestess

MY OTHER NAMES

Diana and Luna by the Roman. Selene by the Greek. Sin by the Babylonian. Isis by the Egyptian. Mother Nature. The Eternal Feminine.

MY QUOTATIONS

“Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting: /The soul that rises with us, our life’s Star, /Hath had elsewhere its setting, /And cometh from afar:” – William Wordsworth from Ode. Recollections of Immortality in Early Childhood (1807) st.5
“We are the children of earth’s dreaming” - John O’Donohue from Eternal Echoes (1998)
“Lo, I receive the gifts thou bringest me - Life, and more life, in fullest ecstasy. I am the Moon, the Moon that draweth thee, I am the waiting earth that needeth thee. Come unto me, Great Pan, come unto me” – Dion Fortune from The Goat-Foot God, The Rite of Pan.
“Her ways are ways of gentleness and all her paths are Peace” – Sir Cecil Spring-Rice from I Vow to Thee, My Country (1918). See also Proverbs ch.3 v.17.
“Those that don’t care are made to care” – Old saying.
“I expect that Woman will be the last thing civilised by Man” – George Meredith from The Ordeal of Richard Feverel (1859) ch.1
"The town may change, but the well does not" – *I Ching* (Richard Wilhelm translation) hexagram 48

"What’s past is prologue" – William Shakespeare from *The Tempest* act 1, sc.2, l.405

"Call the world if you please ‘The vale of soul-making” – John Keats from a letter to George and Georgiana Keats, 24th October 1818 in H E Rollins (ed.) *Letters* (1958) vol.2

"Trailing clouds of glory do we come /From God, who is our home" – William Wordsworth from *Ode. Recollections of Immortality in Early Childhood* (1807) st.5

"It’s the singer not the song” – Anon. From a West Indian calypso

"Let Nature take Her course” – Old saying

"Nature does nothing without purpose or uselessly” – Aristotle from *Politics* bk.1, 1256b

"A man who has not passed through the inferno of his passions has not overcome them” – Carl Gustav Jung from *Memories, Dreams and Reflections* (1962) Ch. 9

"The Soul is the Believer, with Memory so old. /The Soul is the Believer, as Mind and Body show” – Author from *The Soul is the Believer* (1974 song)

“There’s a long, long trail awinding/ Into the land of my dreams” – Stoddard King from *There’s a Long, Long Trail* (1913 song)

“I’m swimming in the river, with the river swimming in me” – Author from *Swimming In The River* (1974 song)

"All the world’s a stage, /And all the men and woman merely players; /They have their exits and their entrances; /And one man in his time plays many parts, /His acts being seven ages.” – William Shakespeare from *As You Like It* act 2. Sc.7, l.34

“We are such stuff /As dreams are made on, and our little life /Is rounded with sleep” - William Shakespeare from *The Tempest* act 4, sc.1

**MY PHYSICAL REALITY**

**Size:** If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a small pinhead. **Distance:** 240,000 miles from your Earth, about 80 times further than London to New York. **State:** I am composed of a metal/rocky core and crustal rock mantle, with virtually no atmosphere. **Remarkable Qualities:** My relationships to the Sun and the Earth: My rotational rate synchronises with that of the Earth so that I always show Her the same face, but a face which also changes through My month long cycle of phases. And My diameter as seen from Earth is exactly the same as the Sun’s. This is because My diameter and distance from your Earth are both approximately 400 times less than those of the Sun.
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MERCURY
AGENT OF ACTIVE INTELLIGENCE AND
MESSENGER OF ALL
Now listen to me
I'm Mercury
So quick and so slick
I can easily see
Everything that goes down
As I get around
All the news that I spread
I'll aim at your head
Fill your ears and your eyes
With truth and with lies
Lay the two down
And switch'em around
'Find the lady' and you'll
Be nobody's fool
Say, is it cool
To just take it from me
As I jump like a flea
From verb to noun
Hang upside down
From telephone lines
While I'm buzzing your minds
With messages, modes and information
From gossip to rumour to conversation
Strung together like pearls on a thread
Knowing full well you'll take it as read
I'm a trickster, it's true
But I'll give you a clue
When I touch your mind
What's real you will find
Is slain like they said
In that old book of Ved
If you don't know what I'm on to
Then check it out pronto
For I can show you your way
Or lead you astray
Let's just say as a rule
I'm some kind of tool
No true god or goddess
I have to confess
Yet I know them all well
That's why I can tell
You these figures and facts
Give you a good crack
With jesting and jokes
And smart anecdotes
I'm wired and I'm winged
And never unhinged
But take me at my word
And make logic your lord
Then don't expect to feel good
Coz you know all you should
There's far more to It
Than just making life fit
Those facts and stats
I pluck out of my hat
If you think your well-sussed
You'll soon be nonplussed
For taking you for a ride
To the coin's other side
Is my sharpest turn
Soon or late you will learn
As I fly nigh the Sun
That He is the One
Who really is It
I'm just his sidekick
I'm Mercury
Now listen to me...
MY INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - KNOWLEDGE, COMMUNICATION AND BREATH

I am here to Tell you to get to Know as much as possible about the never-ending mystery that is Life – the Facts, the Figures, the Gossip, the Language, the People, the Places, and all those Ologies. The more subjects and creatures you are in Touch with then the better you will be able to Communicate. And the better you Communicate the more you will get to Know, and the better you will all get on. Taking information in and giving it out is just like Breathing, and just as vital to your Health, which is why the Caduceus I carry is my Badge of Office.


SUN knows everything, so he outshines even me! He’s my Power Supply, so no questions asked, if you know what I mean. And like, Questions are My Thing!

And if we get too attached to all that we know or want to know, He’ll Burn us out. His Intent does not include us being just Brains on legs. On wheels is okay though.

Mostly, as far I am concerned, His Life Force comes through the Breath. So take in the Breathing Space I give each of these Planetary Powers. For Sun, just face Him and Breathe those Rays in, deep and relaxed. Getting Energized and Enlightened is as easy as that.

VENUS shows how to do it and say it with Charm and Style.

But don’t get tricked by Wiles and Sweet-talking. Hers or your own. Or you’ll never get to see anything or anyone else.

Breathing Space: Visualize and Breathe IN who or what you wish to attract. Visualize and Breathe OUT who or what you wish to be rid of. Or for Lovers, synchronize your Breathing for as long as you can or wish, and in the ‘spoons’ position if you like.

MOON softens my Edge when it’s too Sharp or Dry. She keeps me in touch with the Emotionally Relevant, what’s in Sympathy with Common Sentiment.

Breathing Space: When you’re Emotionally or Nervously Upset, take long deep Breaths for as long as it takes to calm down. You will. If you are a ‘bad breather’ – one who often holds their breath or fills only the top of the lungs - find someone who will show you how to regain Healthy Breathing Habits.

MARS gets you to the Point. Gets you to be Decisive. Gets your foot in the door. Gets that message across.

Breathing Space: Vigorously Exercise and get that Oxygen in there. Indulge those haemoglobin! Let those endorphins do it for you. Also, do rapid Breathing, what is called the Bellows Breath in yoga. This will Energize easy-peasy.

JUPITER provides the Concepts, Themes and Philosophies that enable you to gather what you know into a Meaningful and Related Whole, or present it as a Story. He makes you understand things rather than just know them.

However, watch out that He doesn’t make you lose the Plot as fast as He is trying to show you what the Plot is. When He gets too Lofty and Wordy, or just Promises what cannot be delivered any time soon, get your feet back down on the street!

And He’s into Beliefs and all, whereas I’m strictly Secular. Which is okay, but I know more than anyone, mortal or immortal, that what’s made Law today is broken tomorrow. But I admit it, there has to be some kind of Plan we are all part of. That’s what this book’s about, right? It’s what I’m about! Hey!

Breathing Space: Circulate purifying energy throughout your body. Breathe in slowly as if you are drawing in energy through left hand, up your arm to the base of your neck. Then breathe out the energy through right arm and hand. Repeat several times then reverse the flow, right through to left. Then do the same with your legs, up through left sole through to base of spine, and out through right leg and foot. Repeat and reverse. Finally do this breathing from the base of your spine to the top of your head, and then exhale, letting the energy flow like water down your face, chest, abdomen and genitals. Repeat several times.

Now SATURN will Structure and Order the way you Think and how you Say it. He will teach you how to be taken Seriously. He won’t let you just Wing it. “There is no excuse for ignorance, to not shed light upon yourself and examine how it creates what happens to you and around you.” He told me to tell you.

But don’t let Him get too heavy! He has a point, but things can’t be that bad. Sure, getting through a Depression is the same as crossing a dip in the ground. But make sure He doesn’t lead you round there in circles with His Rotes and Routines, and that Guilt! But to be fair, he didn’t lay that guilt trip on you. You let that happen when you took your eye off the ball. Here, catch! Hey, maybe it is that bad! So wise up like just like I’m telling you.
Breathing Space: The Fear born of a wrong attitude to Saturn can create inhibited or shallow breathing, which just maintains the fear, keeps you weak – which is what the System wants. So regular and correct breathing will air your cupboards of fear. Saturn is about Balance, so Alternate Nostril Breathing is especially recommended for restoring and maintaining what is the most important Condition of life.

URANUS is my Higher Octave. If I’m the cosmic telephone He’s the cosmic telephone exchange. Hook up with Him and you get all the latest and newest. Get Upgraded and Bedazzled!

NEPTUNE is everything that I’m not. I see it all as billions of creatures and things that are asking to get Linked up somehow. I already One Thing, and so He takes me beyond the Literal and Logical into the Imaginal and Metaphorical, the Surreal and the Silly, the Psychic and the Mystical. And then Neptune is me, and I am Neptune. And I’m Channelling rather than just Contriving stuff.

As for myself, your Messenger Service is what I am, is all I am. And as I have told you, Servants make bad Masters. For one who can be a Chatterbox and a Gossip, it would seem I have no secrets. But riddle-dee-dee, my secret is everywhere to be seen, but rarely sighted, for that which enables the Eye to Perceive is its message and impulse, guiding the seeker. I can be used merely to duplicate, diversify, rationalize or trade, or, I can blend the secular on the other. Cute, huh? I connect and travel between the two; I am the Divine Go-Between conveying all types of communications – or crashes!

MY SECOND AND LAST INTENT - HUMOUR

That you see the Funny side of life and yourself. Make sure you Laugh at least once a day. If you find you do not or cannot, short of finding something or someone that Amuses you, then just pretend to laugh until you actually find it funny, and you laugh for real. Remember physically laughing is very Therapeutic. If this fails, or you take yourself too seriously to even try, then go look in a mirror and make faces at yourself until you laugh.

MY SYMBOL - ♀

The Circle of the Great Spirit or Pure Mind with the Semicircle of Soul above it and the Cross of Matter below it. The twofold nature of My mental or neurological process: dealing with the abstract or spiritual on the one hand, and that of the material and secular on the other. Cute, huh? I connect and travel between the two; I am the Divine Go-Between conveying all types of message and impulse, guiding the seeker. I can be used merely to duplicate, diversify, rationalize or trade, or, I can blend the higher and the lower to channel truly inspirational information.
MY RESONANCES

Colours: Yellow, silver, pewter.
Incense: Cinnamon, coconut, mint, lemon grass.
Music: Fast, geometric (e.g. J.S. Bach), rhythmic, repetitive.
Mudra: Raise hands to sides, level with shoulders, at about a stretched hand’s width from them (shoulders, that is) with index fingers and thumbs together, other fingers splayed.
Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes or more): Alternating between ‘AYE’ (as in ‘say’) and ‘EYE’ (as in ‘I’, pitched between the highest and the middle of your vocal range) resonating just behind each ear where the spine enters the skull. Lightly place your first and second fingers, of each hand, here at first if it helps you to focus.
Chakra: Alta Major, This is a lesser known chakra, visually represented as the Winged Wheel, like the wings on My helmet. Behind the ears, like I just said.
Meditation: Upon my Images and Invocations. Upon your breathing. Upon the phrase: “The pyramid is the circuitry.” Or, imagine your mind as a drogue or windsock, filling with and being shaped by the prevailing wind.
Minerals: Tourmaline, agates, fluorite
Materials: Mercury, wiring, any concerning communication.
Plants: Vines, hybrids, fine leaved, broom, lancel, aniseed.
Locations: Ley lines, highways and byways. Places of communication.
Tarot: I-Magician

MY OTHER NAMES

Nebo is my Babylonian name. Hermes my Greek name. Egyptian, Thoth. Mercurius my Roman. Also Psychopomp (Guide through Unseen Realms), and Divine Go-Between.

MY QUOTATIONS

These are too many to list right now, but here are three I particularly like:
"A sense of humour is a sense of proportion" – Kahlil Gibran from Sand and Foam (1927)
"I think, therefore I am - or I think I am" – My own, after Rene Descartes’ ‘Cogito, ergo sum’ from Les Discours de la méthode (1637) pt.4
"Breathing can make giants of us all” – Dr Douglas Baker

MY PHYSICAL REALITY

Size: If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a pinhead. Distance: If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 16 paces from Her. State: I am composed of a metal core and rocky mantle, with essentially a vacuum for atmosphere (hmmm!). Moons: I have none. Remarkable Qualities: Because I am so close to the Sun it is hard to catch sight of me physically from the Earth. A case of now you see me, now you don’t!
VENUS
GODDESS OF LOVE, ATTRACTION, HARMONY AND HAPPINESS
MY SOUL

Whenever you see My Star
Rising over the fields of your longing
Know it brings you from afar
The dream of your wandering,
Coming to meet you now,
Coming to show you how.

Love - is where you are
Shimmering down from the spires of your yearning;
Here I am - your Morning Star
With the promise of an Evening
Recalling what you'd forgot,
A contact you thought you'd lost.

You were born to join and dance,
Head over heels - life and limb entwining,
To meet again, by a fleeting chance,
With the Bells of Time all chiming
In your hearts and minds;
Reason drowned by Rhyme.

Many times round
Have you ringed My fair Planet
Who's fairest of all
Yet all are as fair
Like My sister, the Earth
And that fair Bright Intruder
Who came forth to woo Her
Overcome by a dare.

Magnetized by a face
The raiment of My Beauty
Mesmerized by those eyes
The scent of that hair
All these Charms find their place
In My Whirlpool that drew thee
Ever on towards My Harmony
That you were meant to Share.
MY INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - ATTRACTION, LOVE AND PLEASURE

I am the Magnet of Life, and all shall be drawn by Me as woman attracts man, as flower attracts bee, as good food attracts gourmet. In this engaging way I wish you to take Pleasure, to taste Happiness, to make and discover Harmony, to Enjoy the Fruits of the Earth. My calling card, Romance, invites you in, causing you to surrender defenses as you rush to recapture a feeling from a time and place when all was Smiling and Delicious, Sensual and full of Fun and Laughter. Yet as Lovers, may you not only share your rosy dreams and Delight in what you have in common, but may you also share your differences, doubts and sorrows, for such sharing makes Love real rather than flimsy whimsy. And keep not your loving feelings just to yourselves, but spread such Nectar near and far. When you have Love between you, know that it is like a good wine that can sweeten the lives of those who are alone and without a Love of their own. Good wine should be allowed to breathe, and flow to bring cheer.

Marriage. Know that this is a state of mind and depends upon harmonious roots, those instinctual senses of love, care and understanding that run deep into the past and unconscious of both of you. Also know that Pledges made are only as firm and reliable as your ability to Love and Be Loved, and not because you have simply had it certified by law. And Loving is, as I tell you, about Sharing. If you cannot share, both light and shadow, you cannot Love. Love that cannot countenance shadows, the seemingly unlovable or worthless parts of a being, is not Love but Fancy, and only Love can transform the shadow into something of Value, as it transforms doubt into Self-Worth, as it ripens potential into Talent. Where there is Giving there is Love. Where there is not there is none.

For those of you alone and seeking Love, being truly willing to Play the Game of Love is your first stake in that Game, is what will actually Attract someone to you. What you attract is you, and you are what you attract. If you are Loyal, then you will attract loyalty. But if you mistake Possessiveness for loyalty, then you will attract someone who feels they are not really worth having, someone who is jealous or makes you jealous, or someone who will be driven to escape. And if you fear betrayal, that is what you will draw to you, and most likely you are the one who will do the betraying, betraying your own Heart.

Being prepared to lose more than you think you can, is an art that will keep you in the Game, even if at times you seem to have lost everything. If you experience that your Credit is good and bankroll you for another Game! And when enough has accumulated in your Love Account you shall be joined to another by Fate, and then nothing or no-one can put you asunder. And when the Play gets deep and serious, remember Me and attune to Me, and when sacrifice and selfless love are the only call, appeal to My Higher Octave, NEPTUNE. The more selfless your Love the more Love and Pleasure there is to be given - and to all, not just to one another.

False love will show in a number of ways. ©As smugness or self-satisfaction, for this would smack of a precious bubble waiting to be burst. ©As wanting only what is Nice in someone, or in believing that only what is nice in you is lovable. ©As insisting on a Harmony that is only for Appearance’s sake, for this would mean you were afraid to encounter Disharmony, and learning the lessons of disharmony distinguishes Love from the Superficial affair that founders as soon as the rocks of reality are hit. If you are afraid of being hurt you are afraid of Love. If you are afraid of Love, you will not attract it. ©And if marrying for status or money is your game, then Love will again elude you. ©If you feel you must conceal something you believe is unlovable in yourself, then a love that has to conceal itself will be what you attract.

Pleasure I offer you mainly as a means to an end, as Romance is a means to love rather than Love itself. Pleasure is what reminds you that Life is supposed to bring Happiness, but this has a hidden price. My Vibration is quintessentially Feminine, and, as well as its Lunar aspect which the MOON intends, it is in the nature of the Female Body that the qualities of Pleasure are embodied. On the surface there is Softness, Curves, Allure and Looks; Scent, Hair and Eyes; and crowning the Vagina which links the outer and inner worlds is the Clitoris, the only human organ that has no other function other than the experiencing of Pleasure. The Gate to the Garden of Earthly Delights. Then there is Mystique, something indefinably Attractive, something that seems to want Stroking, Caressing and Ravishing - but what are all these Charms in aid of? Simply attracting a Mate is what the biologist would say. To draw you, says the Poet, into darker depths of mystery, into a place where languishes a Damsel in distress perhaps, or a Harpy, or a Soulmate, or what just dissolves into nothing like morning mist. Or fascinating combinations of these and other hidden sorrows and delights. It all depends on what and who are, be you male of female, for the same outer show and inner truth is your game, then Love will again elude you. ©If you feel you must conceal something you believe is unlovable in yourself, then a love that has to conceal itself will be what you attract.

Take pleasure in Nature and what is natural, and in what is innocent in one another. Give pleasure in the same way and from the same source. I put you here to be happy - which is My joy, and My sadness.

Beware of the need to Please, for it will create imbalance, and where the Balance of give and take ceases to exist, so too will Love. If such is your dilemma, learn to please yourself. And beware Indulgence, for although sometimes you should, all the time you should not, for this would familiarize you with pleasure to the point where it no longer was so. Indulgence aims to fill, but it fails to do so, excepting your waistband. Teasing and tempting and looks alone, much as I love to see you delight in them, are My advertisement, they are not My Products. Likewise, taking pleasure for its own sake is flattering homage to me - but when I am flattered sufficiently I, and My Pleasure, depart.
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MY SECOND INTENT -
ART, BEAUTY AND CHARM

This my ABC that I wish you to learn and recite by Heart. There are and have been times and places on your Planet when and where Her Fairness was and is fairly matched by the Gracing of your environment with the Beauty of Art. This is Adoration of Me indeed. I want you to know that this not only pleases me, but that it pleases yourselves more than you know. Without Beauty in your everyday world, your state of mind and being declines, and then your environment and Society degenerates also.

Without Beauty in your lives, ugliness will eventually take its place. And let it be known that Art is not just made by Artists or Musicians, Writers or Poets, Architects or Designers, but by everyone of you in the way that you live, for Living is the Art. Grace your day and world with Affection and Smiles, with Manners and Charm, Fragrance and Flowers, Style and Flair, and most of all Love affectionately ?and sincerely? shown. And I intend you to have Elegance, for this is Beauty that is functional also.

Become aware and attune yourselves to the truth that everything from a Bee to a Galaxy is so Beautiful because it functions so well, and it functions so well because it has so much Beauty. This I call The Resonance of Grace. The Bluebells ??do,?? chime in time to the Rainbow.

The most common complaints, or curses even, that are laid at My door are concerned with Superficiality. “Beauty is only skin-deep” I hear you say, to which I retort “If that is only as far as you look!” It is true some of you are blessed with good looks, beautiful bodies, fashion sense. But no-one has got something they did not deserve, and, if you look behind a pretty face you will often find as much pain as happiness, emptiness hidden by fullness. And some souls have long, even always, been on the Venus Vibration, and display as second nature, combinations of loving disposition, capriciousness, flirtatiousness, indulgence, social refinement, artistic talent, grace and charm, jealousy and covetousness.

Come with Me and you are going to a Party! Seeking love and happiness via fancy and pleasure is My way. But if do not or cannot look or get past the fancy and pleasure – or the pretty face – Beauty for you, truly is skin-deep. And for Love built on that kind of Beauty, as one of your poets meant, “...soon as beauty dies”

For lasting Satisfaction, I entreat you to pay heed to the Intents of those Planets that Balance out the Impish Minx in Me, My Necessary Naughty – namely Master MARS and My Lord PLUTO.

MY THIRD INTENT -
MONEY, VALUE AND WORTH

That you have the Wherewithal to create, Enjoy and maintain a Quality of Life that allows the Satisfaction of My Prime and Second Intents. There was a time, far away in the past, when the System, to which SATURN gravely refers in His Intent, was not so much in control of Life on Earth. During that time, what everyone needed and wanted was freely available.

But with the influence of the System, everything had a Price put on it, a Price that has been rising ever since. The System also saw to it that what It regarded as having Value became increasingly what most humans regarded as the only things that had any value. These things of bogus value comprise exclusively of material objects and practices, and of material status. As some people were better at playing the System’s game than others, they became richer in these strictly material terms. They still do. Those who nevertheless believed in the True Values of that other time, found it harder and harder to obtain what they wanted and needed.

They still do. Relatively few are able to subscribe to both the old and the new value systems, but mostly they too would not find happiness, despite their riches – or rather because of them.

In your culture and history, the genuine Artist or Poet, the one who truly recognizes and portrays Beauty as is My Second Intent, has rarely reaped great material reward; many have died in poverty. And those that have in more recent times, too often suffer a confusion of values, as they find that Money indeed cannot buy Happiness. If they are happy and have wealth, it is not just because of the wealth. It is because they also know what truly comprises Happiness, which mostly includes Health, which all Planetary Intent is in aid of promoting.

And sadder still, those true Qualities and Pleasures that I intend for you to maintain and enjoy, have not only been priced out of reach, but fake versions have been put in their place by the System. The System goes to great lengths to hypnotize you into thinking that what you are getting, if you are getting it, is what you truly want.

Remember the Myth concerning my birth. I arose from the bloody foam of the severed genitals of the God of Truth, URANUS. The false face of SATURN, the System, did this severing, and until I, Beauty, am rejoined to Truth, my True Value will be in short supply, thin on the ground. Soulless music, tacky holidays in once beautiful places, food that is an insult to the dear animal it was butchered for; a relationship based on fashion or status - these will be your so-called pleasures.

The Indians or Original Natives of this Planet still, to some degree, remember and maintain My True Values and Qualities – and truly Enjoy them. But they too are increasingly infected by the System’s false values. What is worse, the System, at the same time as it instils such values, creates Greed and Envy among the people who then fight over who owns what. Such are the diseases of a diseased culture. Meanwhile the butter and sugar mountains grow as the Natives starve and die. If you would only Share, as is My Prime Intent.

And so, I entreat you to don the Rebel Rags of the one from whom I originated, URANUS, and restate True Values and Qualities. Know that by eschewing the System’s values and following those set down by all Planetary Intent, that again you shall live as in the ancient time when what you genuinely wanted and needed would be yours, or rather would be merely available to you for as long as was necessary. For in truth, I say, that you own nothing, but have access to everything. Money and goods and supplies will flow in and out – which is the meaning of Affluence - as long as you do not hoard them. If you have a Worthy cause, it shall be supported and Funded as long as you do not serve two masters: Myself and the System. For if you serve the System, you will have invested in a bank that opposes the values of the one that I preside over, the Bank of Art, Beauty and Charm, and of course, Love. Myself and all Planets, but especially URANUS to whom I shall one day be reunited, long for and Intend the
arrival of the Day when you once again Play for the sake of Playing, Love for the sake of Loving, and Share what you Have, be it
Given or earned through the expenditure of your time. But then, Time will no longer be Money, as the System has made it, but
Time will be Art, as I intend it.

MY SYMBOL - ♀
The Circle of the Spirit above and touching the Cross of Matter. The perfection of Spirit continually influencing the Physical
and Material thereby increasing their Beauty and Worth of Form. Spirit incarnate or carnalized.

MY RESONANCES
Colours: Greens and blues, pastel shades, pink.
Incense: Freesia, White Musk, Honeysuckle, Orchid.
Music: Erotic, caressing, romantic.
Mudra: This is best done naked. Place fingertips on lips, feel the shape, temperature and connection, then slide fingertips slowly
down throat, then your front via your nipples, lingering over them, then slide down to creases between abdomen and thighs,
esting fingertips there, feeling the shape, temperature and connection. Now go back the way you came, finishing back on lips.
Finish with blowing a kiss to whomever you wish to attract or send love and affection towards – and this may very well be yourself
if you wish to feel and affirm your own sensuality, attractiveness and worth.
Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes or more): ‘MMM’ (a hum pitched at just above the middle of your vocal range) resonating in and
from your throat. Lightly place your hands here at first if it helps you to focus.
Chakra: Throat (Visuddha)
Meditation: Upon my Images and Invocations.
Minerals: Jade, emerald, peridot, malachite, kunzite.
Materials: Copper, juices, objets d’art, anything beautiful, musical instruments.
Plants: Rose, primrose, orchid, violet, or any flowers or soft fruits.
Locations: Bed and bedroom, art galleries/studios, anywhere beautiful.
Signs/Houses: Taurus/Second and Libra/Seventh
Tarot: III-Empress

MY OTHER NAMES
Ishtar is my Babylonian name. My Greek, Aphrodite, my Egyptian, Hathor. Also, I am Queen of the Celestial Bees.

MY QUOTATIONS
“Thou wilt never make from others the One which though seest except first there be made one thing of thyself” – Gerhard
Dorn, mediaeval alchemist
“The course of true love never did run smooth” – William Shakespeare from A Midsummer Night’s Dream
“Prosperity doth best discover vice, but adversity doth best discover virtue” – Francis Bacon from Essays (1625) ‘Of Adversity’
“Every harlot was a virgin once” – William Blake from For the Sexes: The Gates of Paradise ‘To the Accuser who is The God of
This World’ (epilogue).
“Falling in love /Now that’s doing something!” – Ansari, Sufi poet (circa 1300)
“Prosperity doth best discover vice, but adversity doth best discover virtue” – Francis Bacon from Essays (1625) ‘Of Adversity’
“Every harlot was a virgin once” – William Blake from For the Sexes: The Gates of Paradise ‘To the Accuser who is The God of
This World’ (epilogue).
“Falling in love /Now that’s doing something!” – Ansari, Sufi poet (circa 1300)
“The Book of Life begins with a man and a woman in a garden. It ends with Revelations” – Oscar Wilde from A Woman of No
Importance (1893). Lord Illingworth to Mrs Allonby, and her reply.
“A little sincerity is a dangerous thing, and a great deal of it is absolutely fatal” – Oscar Wilde from Intentions (1891)”The Critic
as Artist’ pt.2
“The trust comes with the dirt, depth and darkness” – Author
“Now I was young and easy under the apple boughs /About the lilting house and happy as the grass was green” – Dylan Thomas
from Fern Hill (1946)
“Let the winds of the heavens dance between you” – Kahil Gibran from The Prophet (1923)
“We carry within us the wonders we seek without us” - Sir Thomas Browne from Religio Medici (1643) pt.1, sect.1
“Gather ye rosebuds while ye may, /Old Time is still a-flying; /And this same flower that smiles today, /Tomorrow will be dying.”
– Robert Herrick from To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time (1648)
“Stop wanting, start having” – Sam Reifler from I Ching
“Happiness is not an ideal of reason but of imagination” – Immanuel Kant from Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of
Ethics (1785) sect.2 (tr. T.K.Abbott)
“Let us cultivate our garden” – Voltaire
“Money is like nuck, not good except it be spread” – Francis Bacon from Essays (1625) ‘Of Seditious and Troubles’
“If music be the food of love, play on” – William Shakespeare from Twelfth Night act 1, sc.1, 11
“A woman is like a man’s shadow. Walk away from it and it will follow you; follow it and it will walk away” – French adage.
“The magic and the beauty are still to be found /If you can spy a bluebird’s wing” – Author from Bluebird’s Wing (1975 song)
“Will you, won’t you, will you, won’t you, will you join the dance?” – Lewis Carroll from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865) ch.10
“Love built on beauty, soon as beauty, dies” – John Donne from Elegies ‘The Anagram’ (c.1595)
“The innocent and the beautiful have no enemy but time” – William Butler Yeats from In Memory of Eva Gore Booth and Con Markiewicz (1933)

MY PHYSICAL REALITY

Size: I am a little bit smaller than your Earth, which is 8000 miles across. Distance: If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 7 paces from Her. State: I am composed of a metal/rocky core and crustal rock mantle, and my atmosphere is mostly carbon dioxide. Moons: I have none. Remarkable Qualities: My reverse rotation, the ways of True Love and Quality go contrary to what is currently or mostly believed.
MARS
MASTER OF COURAGE, STRENGTH AND MOBILIZATION
MY SOUL

You set out once into your world
A man alone with spear and shaft
To simply hunt and make a mate
   To catch the scent
   Of wild estate.

But now your loins they linger, pause,
The hunter now must hunt his Cause,
   And this prey is so swift yet still
   It slips right by the cruder will.

And this quarry should you come upon
   Then let it lead you on and on
   Into the mystery of the Night
   Where lurk strange beasts that are unlike
   Any that you simply fight.

Now you must track with dream and vision;
   Your weapons: courage, intuition.
   Patience, truth, make your decision.
   Thus you await New Day's first light.
MY INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - DRIVE, COURAGE AND STRENGTH

That, first of all, you have the Energy and wherewithal to Survive and make headway in your world and provide for yourself and those who depend on you. This incorporates Sexual Heat and the Desire to take things forward through procreation or entering the unknown space of anything and anything that is not Self. In this way the sense and power of Self is Asserted and perpetuated, its right to exist is made conscious and real, and its objectives are attained. On this Quest, Courage and Strength are both needed and discovered, and Directness and Decisiveness are revealed as being of My Essence.

My Prime Intent is mainly to make available raw energy for the Pursuit of what is Wanted. Knowing what it is that you actually want so that you may pursue it is another matter, dependent upon what is dictated to you by your heart/SUN, soul/MOON, intellect/MERCURY, values/VENUS, beliefs/JUPITER, duties/SATURN, ideals/URANUS, longings/NEPTUNE and your destiny/PLUTO.

Also dependent upon your Getting what you want, or where you want to go to, is your will/SUN, emotional disposition/MOON, wit and intelligence/MERCURY, charm or artistry/VENUS, vision, faith and lawfulness/JUPITER, timing, control and practicality/SATURN, intuition/URANUS, psychical awareness and imagination/NEPTUNE, and depth of commitment and persistence/PLUTO. Additionally, and equally importantly, it must be considered whoever or whatever it is that might want to stop or hinder you, for whatever reason.

Last but not least, being Fit enough to pursue your aims means that you must keep your physical vehicle in good condition through regular Exercise, especially My own Martial Arts, and a healthy diet that balances yang with yin.

The inhibition, thwarting, abuse or misdirection of My First Intent shall, on the one hand, result in Anger, Arrogance, Violence, Fever, Inflammation, unnecessary Danger, Brute Force and War, and on the other hand, in Frustration, Impatience, Indecisiveness, Inertia, Cowardice and lost opportunity. Having Desires, Weapons or Strengths that you express or use wantonly and destructively, or that you deny or fail to claim as your own, will eventually see them being taken up by another and used against you. Also, the avoidance of rightfully asserting yourself for fear of censure or not being approved of, leads to being asserted over or passed by. Taken to the extreme, such misuse, disuse or abuse of My Prime Intent may result in physical immobility or damage of one kind or another, either in this lifetime or in a later one. Martian karma is rife on your Planet because in the distant past a great number of Earthlings originated from, or came via, My Planet – it being the most recently inhabited Planet before the Earth - perpetuating the Conflict and Aggression that resulted from the lengthy wars and battles for survival that took place here in the last days.

Sport is a healthy expression of My Energy, but not as an end in itself, for it can too easily devolve into base competition if there is not some more noble reason for its pursuit than a neurotic need for supremacy, adrenalin, adulation or endorphin high. Winning for its own sake is as pointless and foolhardy as a warrior in the midst of battle basking in his glory. The same rule applies to sex when it becomes just a matter of conquest, gratification or relief, for it will sink not only into meaninglessness but into one being a slave to that meaninglessness.

As time goes by and these basic tools are acquired and employed to these basic ends, and the negative expression of My First Intent turns out to be irrelevant or exhausted, it becomes necessary to pay heed to and act upon My Second and Third Intents.

MY SECOND INTENT - INDEPENDENCE AND LEADERSHIP

The second stage of development and expression concerning the Energy that I confer upon you necessitates the attaining of Independence and Leadership. Independence, in the first instance, is the state of not having to depend upon anything or anyone else for physical, material, emotional, mental, psychological or spiritual support that is not given absolutely freely and that which could not be mustered by or in oneself by virtue of My Prime Intent. Secondly, Independence is evidenced in knowing when to Act and being free to do so, and in not being given to impatience or impulsive reaction for such would indicate that one lacked Independence in the first instance. So Independence enables one to use timing and planning, which are the provinces of SATURN and JUPITER respectively, and to be Decisive, to be happy in one’s own company, and to have a clear idea of who is friend and who is foe.

A substantial degree of Independence is required to take further My Second Intent, into Leadership. At first, this means leadership in its more everyday fields of art and commerce, industry and sport, politics and the military. Ultimately though, it involves the advancement of Humanity toward a common goal that ensures its survival and elevates its intentions. This is the role of the true Pioneer or Trailblazer, the one who takes the first step beyond what is currently regarded as right and real. This is born of the desire to truly lead, which is the longing to encounter whatever is next, whatever Frontier of endeavour or discovery is calling one onward. The paradox of the genuine Leader is that he or she is following something – something that is Good and True and Beautiful. This can manifest as the individual who serves as a testament to the extraordinary nature of human individuality and spirit, or as the one who actually leads others over that new horizon, or both.

False independence is most often exemplified in one who boasts independence, or in those who are merely cut off from others and therefore a great deal of their own emotionality and the feelings of others. False leadership is marked by a lack of true Independence, and therefore the inability to wait or listen to others. False leadership plays upon the fears of people rather than their loves. False leaders insist that you follow what they espouse - which in itself is mostly spin - rather than themselves. False leaders follow the lowest common denominator of human values and opinion, or, the most highly deluded aspect of themselves, which unfortunately corresponds to the same in the people they are ‘leading’ – for that is how they managed to become a leader.
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in the first place. False leadership is often driven by a febrile insecurity, as if they are on the run from their own dark shadow, and characterized by pushiness, arrogance and excessive competitiveness.

**MY THIRD INTENT - CHAMPIONSHIP & SPIRITUAL WARRIORHOOD**

That you refine My Energy into the most evolved use of My Weapons and Tools. This is seen in the one who Champions a Cause that serves or relieves others, who elevates Sexual energy to a level of expression that inspires, exhorts or heals others, deepening into becoming an instrument of PLUTO’s Second Intent of Merging, or who promotes spirituality through clean and direct expression of all and any Planetary Intent. Such expressions of My energy are particularly desirable in the Male of your species for My energy is physiologically theirs by default. Examples of this are embodied in mythic figures, such as the brave, gallant and chivalrous heroes of your past, helping those who cannot defend or assert themselves, or those worthy Leaders of My Second Intent directing those, especially young men, who have much energy but no worthwhile purpose or skills. It is noted that of late there have been few such good men in public positions of influence. However, it is also noted that there are men who silently or behind the scenes, courageously give expression to My Third Intent. And of course there are women too who do this, and who are ‘twice the men’ that many males are. Such individuals, both male and female, are distinguished by their modesty, disinclination to react, and patience. This is because they are, like the good hunter, secreting themselves or biding their time in order to attain what will aid the common good, rather than solely trying to impress or prove themselves. Such as these, Spiritual Warriors, of necessity, explore the mystery and terra incognita of the human psyche, for such is the jungle in which you find yourselves at this time in your evolution. The physical Battlefields are just projections of this. Spiritual Warriors also establish connection with the Earth and Her needs and state of being, evidenced not only in the promotion of environmental concerns, but in the support, protection and encouragement of all that is female, that she might find her teeth and feet, even if it means they are the first to get bitten or trodden on.

False championship and spiritual warriorhood - taking the form or warmongering, self-righteous crusades, violence, lust, and the promotion of base material values through overzealous salesmanship - has been excessively manifest on your Planet for too long a long time, and so it is that you are now most sorely in need of the genuine article. The devil makes work not only for idle hands, but also for energy that has nowhere to go, and provides opportunity to a desire for excitement that has no higher motivation than a full bladder has to relieve itself. But unlike the innocent bladder it is destructive because it has no consideration for who or what it relieves itself on or through. If such is not redirected and re-educated by a critical mass giving actuality to My Intent, then all will eventually be destroyed.

So enlist yourself in the Force that fights the war to end war, in the Struggle to end Strife, but firstly in the Battle to, on the one hand, overcome whatever it might be in yourself that is weak, apathetic, cowardly or just shy in coming forward. And, on the other hand, to convert anger and aggression into an energy that is used to worthwhile ends.

**MY SYMBOL - ♂**

The Arrow (originally depicted as a Cross) above and touching the Circle of Spirit. Physical needs and desires taking precedence over spiritual considerations, or, championing them, depending on your evolutionary status.

**MY RESONANCES**

**Colours:** Red.

**Incense:** Geranium, clove.

**Music:** Primitive, pushing, stirring, military, hard rock.

**Mudra:** Any martial arts basic position.

**Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes):** ‘OOO’ (as in ‘you’) and pitched at just above the bottom of your vocal range) resonating in and from your sacral chakra. Lightly place your hands here at first if it helps you to focus. Alternatively, a sharp HAH, as in ‘hard’ from hara, repeated.

**Chakra:** Sacral (Svadhisthana) or hara, two or three fingers width below navel.

**Meditation:** Upon my Images and Invocations. For **processing and converting anger, frustration or restlessness:** The Funnel of Fire: imagine your body as an iron chimney and feel/let the ‘smoke’ of such emotions shoot clear up to the sky to be absorbed and recycled by the Sun, elevated by the Spirit. Whatever gets stuck in the chimney, let it go, release it.

**Minerals:** Bloodstone, ruby, garnet, jasper, flint.

**Materials:** Iron, sharp objects, weapons, tools.

**Plants:** Brambles, holly or anything prickly/thorny.

**Locations:** Battlefields, arenas/sports grounds, industrial works

**Sign/House:** Aries/First

**Tarot:** XVI-Tower
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MY OTHER NAMES

Nergal is my Babylonian name. Horus my Egyptian. Ares, my Greek. I am ‘He Who Sets Forth’.

MY QUOTATIONS

“Courage is not simply one of the virtues, but the form of every virtue at its testing point” - Palinurus (Cyril Connolly) from The Unquiet Grave.

“Fight the good fight with all thy might” - John Samuel Bewley Monsell from 1863 hymn of that title.

“Dum loquimur, fugerit invidia/Aetas: carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero” (While we’re talking, envious time is fleeing; seize the day, put no trust in the future) - Horace from Odes bk.1, no.7, l.27

“Actions speak louder than words” - Proverb

“I’m setting forth – trouble get out my way” - Author

“Those that live by the sword die by the sword” - Proverb

“I get my energy by getting rid of it, by constantly expending it, by not hanging on to it” - Dr Douglas Baker

“Fortis fortuna adiuvat” (Fortune favours/assists the brave) - Terence from Phormio l.203

MY PHYSICAL REALITY

Size: If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a pinhead. Distance: If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 14 paces from Her. State: I am composed of a metal/ rocky core and crustal rock mantle, and my atmosphere is mostly carbon dioxide. Moons: I have two moons, Deimos (Terror) and Phobos (Fear). Remarkable Qualities: Many of you once lived here.
JUPITER
LORD OF FAITH, GROWTH, LAW AND DISCOVERY
MY SOUL

Within the limits of this space
I seek to grow a simple faith
That organizes every cell
That constitutes My living will
And guides them ever on toward
The Sun of Flowers who is My Lord.

And should this space come cramped and mean,
I'll shout and rave and vent My spleen.
Exploring excess and experience raw
I'll reach that edge where Natural Law
Presents itself and deems the traveller
Joyful sage or merry reveller.

For what will judge you right or wrong
But the hottest spot you dare stand on;
To put your money where your mouth is,
Not in some bank that's safe as houses.
This alone will prove your pledge to yourself,
Not some dusty belief in someone else.

I hear the horns of joy that sound
Unbounded, free and swelling round,
The beating of a thousand drums,
One great voice that shouts and hums,
A thousand creeds proclaim their gods
As just many lanes that join one road.

One road that goes both East and West,
One artery to one heart in one chest
That contains a true gold that's long been mined.
This, the kindest milk of humankind,
Prays whatever you do, whatever you say,
Will lead you on through to Glory - one day.
MY INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - FAITH

That it be believed in your heart, felt in your soul, known in your mind, and manifest in your body, that all will be well, that everything is as it should be as part of the Divine Plan– even though you may not be consciously aware of how this could be so. That you believe that there is a Divine Plan, that All is Organized and is being organized by a Higher Power and in the name of something Great that knows how everything works and fits together as a Whole. Believe that you play a vital role in the Divine Plan, and that personal needs and wishes shall be met, and that you shall be guided and protected provided you have a faithful and generous heart, a seeking and philosophical mind, in an as active as possible body. Good management is born of an awareness of the Whole. Good fortune is born of both positive and practical thinking, of an appreciation of being alive and what being alive means in the greater sense.

When a fearful, rigid, self-interested, shortsighted or narrow approach is taken to Faith, then Dogma and Hypocrisy shall spoil your lives, creating inevitably the very opposite of My Prime Intent – namely a lack of Faith or Belief in anything higher and better, characterized in your world by lawlessness, meaninglessness, strife, war, false leaders and false promises.

MY SECOND INTENT - GROWTH

That everything and everyone shall grow, for Ours is an Expanding Universe. Being attuned and responsive to what wants and needs to grow in you as an individual, internally or externally, will guarantee the furtherance of it as surely as a flower faces the Sun and grows towards Him. Importantly, Growth as a major function of Life necessitates Purification - as your liver is My organ - to ensure the health of body and mind, state and way of life. And as anything or anyone lives and grows there are Laws that govern that Life and Growth, so Seeking meaning through accumulating an increasingly encompassing philosophy of life is the greatest way to grow for it lends Principle and Vision to all other forms of Growth. Moreover, it is well-known that the only testament to the worth of any Doctrine is that it be taught by example, and as such should be broadcast to all those who wish to know, and that it should be ever growing and developing in itself. Likewise, where Law is concerned, laws imposed from without, the Law of Man, are futile compared to an inherent and ever-evolving sense of right and wrong, the Law of God, which My Intent is in aid of restoring, promoting and maintaining.

Growing through Traveling near and far is also part of My Second Intent for, as it is said, it broadens the mind, cultivating in the being the understanding that all other beings are individuals with individual qualities, and that nearly everyone has good in them which should be focused and expanded upon, thereby promoting tolerance and accord amongst the various nations and creeds that dwell upon your Globe. All in all, Growth is in aid of the creation of Culture and Civilization. It is also necessary to prevent any negative Growth jeopardizing the welfare of the Whole. This prevention is the province of SATURN, for you should not consider Me without considering Him, any more than you should abide by Him without abiding by Me. And so all will grow, increasing in understanding as you Discover more and more, in the ongoing furtherance of the Divine Plan. And in this respect, I shall give you Signs and Portents of the Way and what is to be.

When Growth is misdirected or resisted then such Growth shall be seen to transgress the limitations and fall short of the necessities set by SATURN. When Growth is focused to excess on material expansion only, then such will eventually become meaningless, unmanageable or inflated and fall into decline. Witness your Empires. When there is excess in consumption than obesity and ill-health will ensue. When there is little or no growth or purification where there is supposed to be, then the growth will manifest uncontrolled at a cellular level. And where philosophy or doctrine is 'all talk and no walk' it will eventually dwindle to nothing like so much hot air, but possibly not after it has led others astray, for which a debt will have been incurred. With physical travel, where it serves only as a means of amusement or escape, then indeed such a traveler shall come back merely to from where he or she set out, having gathered little or nothing.

Overall, the pursuit of any cultural trend merely for the sake of being in vogue, rather than because it improves and expands upon the state of things, will fill the being only with a hollowness that is as plain to others as it is transparent to the being his or herself.

MY THIRD INTENT - JOY

That Greatness of Spirit, manifesting as the Great Story being lived by all through the ages, should be felt as Joy in your hearts and minds, your bodies and souls. This may be experienced at any time or in any situation where such greatness of meaning and interconnectedness shows itself, either internally or externally. That there is an Expanding forever towards something wonderful that cannot be analyzed or taken apart piece by piece, for, its essential quality is Wholeness, the Whole operating together and making everything Whole, and restoring the Whole. That there be an Infinite Supply for those who are aligned with this My Third Intent, JOY, after which the Romans named Me Jove. That there be a sense of History in the making and of Abundance in the Believing of Abundance. That from out of this, My Horn of Plenty, shall issue forth Benevolence and Generosity, Philanthropy and Goodwill, Celebration and Ceremony. And insomuch as you are the expression or embodiment of these My Gifts then you shall also be the recipient of them. But this cannot be merely for your own sake but for the sake of the Whole, nor clung to and possessed, for My Gifts are as air is to your breathing and living, only good when purified, circulated and shared by all. Symbiosis is Joy Incarnate. Know and feel this, as the breathing out of the Vegetable Kingdom is the breathing in of the Divine Astrology

Planetary Emanations

JUPITER
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Animal Kingdom, and vice versa. And Joy is a sense of the Whole as seen in the judicious combining and balancing of the animal and the human, the natural and the spiritual, the wild and the civilized. This is manifest as Humour and Healthy Irreverence, for such are a sense of balance and proportion, preventing the sacred from becoming sanctimonious, the high from becoming out of reach, the sophisticated from becoming pretentious. And most poignantly, Joy incorporates the sense of sadness - without which it would be rendered as mere frivolity - and also a surrender to feeling empty, for such may ultimately be the only way to becoming filled - for you cannot fill what thinks it is full.

False joy is exuberance without boundaries, that is, without an awareness of others doubts and sensibilities, for as I have told you, True Joy is of and about the Whole, not just a part. False joy is often manifest in advertising and spin, which uses the gullibility of the masses, which in truth is their thirst for True Joy that has become distorted by the propaganda of false joy. Such false joy is also institutionalized in the cult of celebrity where ‘highness’ is artificial and ephemeral, and nothing to do with the Divine unless one should use their celebrity to point their followers in that direction. And where there is meanness of spirit or narrowness of mind, Joy will never be. False joy is also seen as over-optimism, a reality- and mind-distorting pretence of positivity that incurs a debt to be paid at a later date that is far greater than was originally owed.

MY SYMBOL - 4

The Semicircle of Soul surmounting the Cross of Matter. Vision and faith taking precedence over, or compensating for, material considerations and limitations. How all things must grow beyond themselves, towards greater understanding and wisdom.

MY RESONANCES

Colours: Purple and lilac, royal blue, ruby red.
Incense: Lavender, frankincense, myrrh.
Music: Religious, anthems, marches, epic, majestic, big sound.
Mudra: Focus for a while on a spot at eye level a short distance away, like on a wall. Next, be aware of what is happening to the extreme left and right of you, - then of what is directly above and below you, while still holding your gaze on that spot. Still holding your gaze, be ‘aware’ of what is behind you. Hold this state of central focus and awareness for as long as you can or like. You will feel free from worry and answers will come to you.
Alternatively, any classic position of prayer or meditation, such as hands clasped or together, in front of brow, throat or heart; kneeling, bowing or prostrating; arms raised in supplication or up above the head invoking.
Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes or more): ‘OR’ (as in ‘awe’ and pitched at the middle of your vocal range) resonating in and from your Sacral charka, and then ‘O’ (as in ‘God’ and pitched the same) in and from your Heart chakra. If you can, for better effect, resonate in and from both chakras simultaneously.
Chakras: Heart (Anahata) – centre of chest, to the right of physical heart, between nipples and Sacral (Svadhisthana) or hara, two or three fingers width below navel.
Meditation: Upon My Images and Invocations.
Minerals: Jacinth, amethyst, sugarlite, azurite.
Materials: Tin.
Plants: Marjoram, borage, large or strong-smelling.
Locations: Places of worship; wide open spaces, deserts, highways, etc.
Sign/House: Sagittarius/Ninth
Tarot: XX-Wheel of Fortune

MY OTHER NAMES

Marduk is my Babylonian name. Zeus My Greek. Jupitus or Jove is My Roman name. Ammon, my Egyptian. And I am called ‘The Organizer of Functions’.

MY QUOTATIONS

“He who binds to himself a joy doth the winged life destroy/ But he who kisses the joy as it flies lives in Eternity’s sunrise” – William Blake from MS Note-Book p99 Several Questions Answered.

“Seek and ye shall find” – St. Matthew ch.7 v.7

“The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom” – William Blake from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790-93) ‘Proverbs of Hell’ (but if such wisdom is overlooked excess only leads to the Place of Folly.)

“An atheist is a man who has no invisible means of support” – John Buchan from H E Fosdick On Being a Real Person (1943) ch. 10

“Nothing ventured, nothing gained” – Proverb
“Religion should be joyful” – Youssou N’dour, Senegalese musician
“Si Dieu n’existaît pas, il faudrait l’inventer” (If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him) – Voltaire from Epitres #96 ‘À l’Auteur du livre des trois imposteurs.’

MY PHYSICAL REALITY

Size: If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a chestnut. Distance: If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 109 paces from Her. State: I am what you call a ‘Gas Giant’, being mainly composed of metallic and liquid hydrogen, with a relatively small rocky core, and an atmosphere of hydrogen, helium, methane and ammonia. Moons: I have many satellites, but My major moons are Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto. Remarkable Qualities: My Great Red Spot, a constant storm that drives all ever on, a giant vortex drawing in concepts, stabilizing or annihilating beliefs. I protect you from asteroids and comets by pulling them in to me where they vaporize harmlessly, much as the liver does to impurities invading the physical body.
SATURN
LORD OF KARMA, BOUNDARIES, TIME AND FORM
MY SOUL

Know this, in all the ages past,
I am the one who set your task
Since first you came unto the Earth
As spirits young to prove your worth.
But I must tell you, one who strives,
The greatest test that you still face
Was set by him who fell from grace.
His name like Mine, some say.

His legions came and seized control
While the density of your world
So heavily weighed upon your mind
They stole your sense of Tide and Time,
That sense which synchronized your lives
With The Plan that joined Earth with Heaven
In the Golden Age of My protection.
They stole this all away.

And yet I must concede the fact
That this raid was the very act
That forces you to make your own
The power which dwells behind My throne,
The power which can resist false value,
To tread that Path which is the one
That leads like beams back to the Sun.
This Path I guard right well.

I guard It with the wall I built
To guide you, not the one of guilt
The Fallen One raised to deprive
You of the sense of being alive,
Being what you are is the only issue,
The means to get, right now, right here,
Not soulless things that go nowhere
But the rotten road to Hell.
INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - ORDER
To maintain Order through a Balance that is created by bringing to bear what needs to happen or be maintained, and when, against what is not yet ready to happen or cannot be maintained. This is My role as Father Time, and as Devil’s Advocate, Limiting and Testing the Intents of all other Planets, thus:-

URANUS will cause all to evolve and innovate, but I will Test and Inhibit that evolution and innovation with respect to, and by virtue of, what I deem Timely and Necessary.
Where change and invention posing as evolution exceed My Limitations then dysfunction and disorder will ensue.
NEPTUNE will infiltrate and fascinate with the mystical and musical, the imaginary and otherworldly, suggesting states of being and consciousness other than My state of Normality or Consensus Reality, but I will contain them insofar as My Coastlines contain the sea.
Where glamour and illusion are allowed to leak or burst through My Boundaries and create falsity and delusion, then deluge and disintegration will surely follow.
PLUTO will plumb the depths of Earth, senses and consciousness, mining and exposing powers and horrors, but I will counter this with a Density that will resist it much as Rock resists water, and with a Pressure that will crush as are burst the eardrums of a diver out of his depth.
Where power and the desire for power plunder the Earth and penetrate My Resistance and thereby exceed the ability for such to be controlled, then monsters, both human and non-human, either material or psychological, whether roaming abroad or hiding in secret, shall wreak havoc upon your World.
JUPITER will beckon you over My Horizon, inviting you toward vistas and philosophies that provide adventure and meaning, vision and faith, but where such are excessive or impractical I will present with Material Circumstances that shall render these endeavours as difficult as actually trying to move a Mountain.
Where faith and growth are promoted merely for selfish or material ends, then dogmatic belief systems and inflation and tyrannical materialism shall create such division between haves and have-nots, and between so-called believers and so-called non-believers, that civil unrest and war will be the dire outcome.
MARS will provide the desire and force to get and gain, and the courage to face what must be faced, and fight what must be fought. But I will resist and test these as much as My Gravity resists and tests the climber.
Where might is used for other than what is right, or where force is used without good cause, or where expression of desire is not welcome, then strife, abuse and dissatisfaction shall then ensue or prevail.
VENUS will provide pleasure and leisure, art and love, but I will condition these with the proviso that such should be deserved or worthy if they are to Last or even take Form at all.
Where so-called love is merely caprice or superficial, where so-called art is merely commercialism, or where possessions are mere substitutes for something spiritual or emotional, then disease and sorrow, lack of love and beauty and of value and values, meaninglessness and imbalance, shall be all that fills your lives.
MERCURY will make connections between all and sundry using multifarious forms of intercommunication, but I will Block or Delay any form of connection or thinking that is illogical, over-rationalizing, uneconomical, frivolous, trivial, manipulating with the clever use of words, overblown, untrue or unnecessary. Commerce shall also be subject to these My Conditions.
Where commerce and connection-making goes beyond what is deemed necessary and starts or tries to exist merely for its own sake, without serving what is practical or meaningful, then markets and lines of communication - be they great or small, nerve or highway, spoken or written word - shall become exhausted, inefficient, overloaded or confused, cheap and opportunistic, with commensurate dysfunction, devaluation and disinformation, misconnection and misinformation.
MOON will imbue life with feelings, childlikeness, and convey the sentiments of the soul, providing form and personality through which Life may express itself, as Spirit is expressed though Nature. But such shall always be conditioned by the dictates of Karma, Maturation and Discipline. As are set down here as portion of My Intent.
Where negative emotions and childish needs are not recognized, expressed and properly managed, or are allowed too much license and latitude - usually resulting from a failure of Adult or State - then chaos, depression and disorder shall envelope you.
SUN will create Life and fill all with a sense of Spirit or Ego leading to self-expression, procreation and ever more Life. However, all Life exists and strives under My Conditions here described so that ultimately only the purest and best survive, just as the alchemist works to transmute Lead into Gold, base Matter into pure Spirit.
Where Spirit devolves into base pride and unbridled power, be it in private or in the world at large, then, albeit after much damage is done, such will consume itself as fire without fuel.
SATURN - Who shall guard the Guardian? The inappropriate response to Mine Own Intent is, in addition to responding inappropriately to the Planetary Forces of Intent in the ways above described, is the inappropriate response to, or transgression of, My Intents of KARMA, MATURATION and DISCIPLINE as now set down.
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MY SECOND INTENT - KARMA

I keep the score of all actions ever made and mete out what is due as a consequence of them. This is My True Authority which in turn grants authority to those who expiate their Karma through completing unfinished business from the past, paying karmic debts, knowing and accepting their lessons and learning them, being of service to others, and through identifying and meeting their responsibilities.

The most essential responsibility is that you, as an adult, recognize that you alone are responsible for the state of your life and being. Such true authority earned by you, and vested in you, thereby improves your Standing in the world, amongst your peers, or in your private and inner lives, and your sense of wellbeing. Here is Stability created by making straight what is crooked, by making smooth what is rough, through being firm but gentle, upright but not stiff.

Failure to respond to My True Authority, that is, to recognize and expiate your negative Karma, and to identify and learn your life lessons, simply results in a continuation or compounding of your difficulties.

False authority, that which is still trying to usurp My True Authority, is the System, born of a primordial Earthbound entity that supplanted and took on the guise of Satan, who in truth is purely the Adversary, that is I Myself, who confronts, constrains and tests your spirit in its earthly toils and incarnations. The System is therefore a scheme and organization established long ago that sought to impose upon Humanity bogus rules and responsibilities from without that played upon the illusion of your guilt born of the Fall, that is, your primal loss of innocence when it became necessary for you to descend into My Material realm of duality, and become separate from the Source, in order to experience individual self-consciousness that you might know yourselves as microcosms of the Source. NEPTUNE’S Intent of Selflessness is especially what may redeem you and return you to the Garden, to innocence, as also is PLUTO’s Intent overall.

And so in effect, Satan, who fell to your Earth from elsewhere, has been distorted into becoming the System that holds power over you until you turn within and recognize what is truly your own Karmic Due, that is, to take responsibility for yourself. This is in direct opposition to what the System has led you to believe is your responsibility through embedding in your Conscience the fear of doing, feeling or thinking what is natural to you, that being what your innocence prompts you to do, feel and think. On the contrary, it prompts you to apportion responsibility as blame to anything or anyone other than yourself, which cunningly, and ironically, includes the System as well. This in turn perpetuates separation and discord, the very means by which the System continues to create the fear it feeds upon, along with the power it gains through such ‘divide and rule’ tactics. And when at last you do begin to hold yourself responsible, then the System, through hacking into your own system and again utilizing your inherent guilt, will attempt to ensure that you experience such as crippling self-blame.

In due time the System shall run out of the fear it feeds upon, and out of the power it has gained from holding you in fear, simply because it shall, owing to its innate lack of respect for Life, extinguish the life-forms who produce the fear, like battery hens produce eggs. To prevent this from happening necessitates the appropriate response from a critical mass of Humanity to My Fourth Intent, DISCIPLINE, via My Third, MATURATION.

MY THIRD INTENT - MATURATION

Integral to this reaping and sowing of Karma is the process of Maturation as, through the agency of Time, you deal with the material, emotional, mental and spiritual challenges that Life presents you with, just as Gravity bears down upon all who live on Earth. Maturation is effectively the gaining of Objectivity concerning life issues, so that you are no longer prey to subjective and childlike responses that cause you to overreact or feel overwhelmed or Depressed by the Pressures of existence. Objectivity allays self-pity, the inclination to which derives from the paralyzing sense of futility that you first felt when you realized, but ignored, the fact that you were serving the wrong master, the System. And the System willfully inhibits Maturation when it makes excessive provision of welfare. Most importantly, Objectivity enables you to distinguish between what is your own responsibility and what is someone or something else’s. Maturation and Objectivity are what build and constitute a healthy and acceptable Ego that enables one to deal with Life, at least during the first two of the Three Ages of Man (0-28 years - Personal development; 29-55 - Social development; 56-84 - Spiritual development). Of Objectivity more is set down with respect to Projection under My Fourth Intent, Discipline.

False objectivity is the suppression of emotions and feelings, eventually manifesting as depression and worthlessness, as distinct from owning, confronting, living and purifying them. The System discourages this because contacting authentic emotions and feelings - as distinct from the sentimentalism and sensationalism it encourages - ultimately leads to the connection with Deep or Soul Memory which in turn reveals the existence of the System as an anti-Life force.

MY FOURTH INTENT - DISCIPLINE

That ultimately all Planetary Forces of Intent be recognized and Obeyed. This may be achieved directly, as shown by Divine Astrology, or through the following of any other loving and intelligent moral doctrine, that is, a True Way which does not hold itself to be the only way. First, Discipline is required to discover your true path, then it is necessary for holding to it, then for recognizing when to change or adjust it.

At the same time it is required to recognize and overcome the System’s effect, especially its indoctrination that inclines you to blame yourself and others. Essentially, and most insidiously, this takes the form of Projection, of seeing your Shadow or unconscious traits, both negative and positive, played out in the nature and behaviour of others, be they human, animal or object, individual or collective. This is like holding a cinema screen responsible for what is going on inside the projector. The Discipline to practice Introjection, the realization and owning of what is being unconsciously created within yourself and projected on to the outside, is Discipline indeed. Projection, from My point of view, was and is the Original Sin, not hubris which the System cleverly cast as such in order to keep you where it wanted you, that being not to question its so-called authority. Projection is the Original
Sin because it was first committed at the same moment that you separated from the Source, were banished from Paradise, and began blaming the other for your own choices. This you did while overlooking or forgetting the fact that your own ‘choice’, like your nakedness or innocence, was nothing to be ashamed of, for it was a key and unavoidable part of the Plan, as natural as a baby being born into the World. The ultimate expression of Discipline is to become and be a Disciple, that is, one who exercises and teaches the principles of any True Way, as has been described.

False discipline is the control of others, or the repression of oneself, as distinct from self-control. Although the fear gathered and promulgated by the System could be regarded as the prime cause of false discipline, it is perpetuated by controlling personality types who mistakenly believe they are maintaining order when really they are contributing to the destruction of it. It should never be overlooked or forgotten that the System is most adept at spreading its poison in the guise of what is good for you or of what you should be wary of. This can be quite subtle, as for example the notion of ‘conspiracy theories’. Sometimes an individual will label something a conspiracy when in truth they are simply projecting their own self-repression and need to control, or rather inability to control themselves, on to that so-called conspiracy.

This does not mean to say that the System is not a conspiracy, for it is The Conspiracy – against Life on Earth. Discerning the difference between the one and the other is part and parcel of My Third Intent, Maturation, that is, the distinguishing between what is one’s own responsibility and what is someone or something else’s. False discipline can also manifest as embarrassment, for such means ‘the experiencing of a blockage’; or as masochism, that is, indulging in guilt and self-punishment rather than investing in self-honesty and self-correction; or on a physiological level, false discipline can result in the attacking of one’s own system — rather than resisting The System — presenting as auto-immune diseases, such as arthritis, or as cerebral haemorrhage.

MY SYMBOL - ⤴

The Semicircle of Soul surmounted by the Cross of Matter. How you are bound and tested by material and physical, that is, karmic, circumstances until you have mastered them and thereby are ready to free yourselves from them, and how, in a more everyday sense, you must overcome overly emotional or childish inclinations when a more ordered and objective approach is required.

MY RESONANCES

Colours: Black, dark grey, olive.
Incense: Juniper, cedar.
Music: Baroque, chamber music (slow or reflective movements), J S Bach.
Mudra: Raise arms sideways so that upper arms are parallel with ground/floor and forearms are pointing upwards parallel to head, hands facing front. Now bend hands back at right angles to forearms, so that palms are facing the sky/ceiling. Hold, feeling the effort and pressure. Now while keeping upper arms where they are, lower forearms so that they point downwards, parallel to trunk, while at the same time bending hands back at right angles to forearms, so that palms are facing the ground/floor, giving the feeling of doing a push-up. Hold, feeling the effort and pressure. Repeat if felt necessary. Finally, return arms to a relaxed position.

Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes or more): ‘EYE’ (as in ‘T’ and pitched at the middle of your vocal range) resonating in and from your throat. Lightly place your hands here at first if it helps you to focus. Then chant down spine to base and then to the top of head, as if ‘combing’ your spine, going through and all the chakras, than back all the way down to the base.

Chakra: Throat (Visuddha), or all chakras as a sequence or whole, from Base to Crown and back again
Meditation: Upon My Images and Invocations.
Minerals: Obsidian, lodestone, haematite, jet, onyx.
Materials: Lead, antiques, pewter.
Plants: Valerian, hemlock, myrtle, ivy.
Locations: Mountains; rocky, barren or confined places; halls, studies and offices.

Sign/House: Capricorn/Tenth
Tarot: XXI-World

MY OTHER NAMES

Ninurta is my Babylonian name. Kronos is My Greek name. Atum is my Egyptian name. I am Father Time, the Dweller on the Threshold, and the Ring-Pass-Not, as shown in My Prime Intent of Order. St Peter, as shown in My Intent, Karma. I am also known as The Governor. I have been called Satan, but such a name, at least as it is commonly understood, defines and embodies a human misunderstanding and misrepresentation of Me.

MY QUOTATIONS

“Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap” – Galatians ch.6, v.7.
“To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under heaven” – Ecclesiastes ch.1, v.14
“Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth” – Hebrews ch.12, v.6.
”Rule yourself or be ruled over” – Author from Do It Yourself Astrology (1996) Saturn in Leo
”Life without industry is guilt, and industry without art if brutality” – John Ruskin from Lectures on Art (1870) Lecture 3 ‘The Relation of Art to Morals’ sect.5
”I claim not to have controlled events, but confess plainly that events have controlled me” – Abraham Lincoln in Letter to A.G.Hodges, 4 April 1864 in R.P. Dusler (ed.) Collected Works (1953) vol. 7
”If at first you don’t succeed, try, try, and try again” – Proverb
”By their fruits ye shall know them” from St Matthew ch.7, v.20
”Nil desperandum”(Never despair) – Horace from Odes bk.2, no.2, l.102
”Gather ye rosebuds while ye may, /Old Time is still a-flying: /And this same flower that smiles today, /Tomorrow will be dying.” – Robert Herrick from To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time (1648)
”Time and tide wait for no man” – Proverb
”God and devil are fighting there, and the battlefield is the heart of man” – Fedor Dostoevsky from The Brothers Karamazov (1879-80) bk.3 ch.3
”Es irrt der Mensch, so lang er strebt” (Man will err, while yet he strives) – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe from Faust pt.1 (1808) ‘Prolog in Himmel’
”A thousand mile journey begins with the first step” – Proverb
”Everything serves to further” – I Ching (Richard Wilhelm translation) oft used injunction
”There are no mistakes except the ones you do not learn from” – Author
”When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a child: but when I became a man I put away childish things” – I Corinthians ch.13, v.11
”Give us grace to persevere” - Percy Dearmer from Jesu, good above all other (1906 hymn)

MY PHYSICAL REALITY

Size: If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a large hazelnut.  Distance: If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 221 paces from Her.  State: I am what you call a ‘Gas Giant’, being mainly composed of metallic and liquid hydrogen, with a relatively small core of rock and ice, and an atmosphere of hydrogen, helium and methane.  Moons: I have many satellites, but My major moons are Titan, Iapetus, Rhea, Tethys, Dione, Encaladus, Mimas and Hyperion.  Remarkable Qualities: My boundary-setting and order-defining rings.
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URANUS
LORD OF EVOLUTION, CHANGE AND CHANCE, FREEDOM AND TRUTH
MY SOUL

FRIENDS IZ FREEDOM 1320.~.~.~.
FREEDOMIZFRIENDS 2013.~.~.~.~.
SHAKEUP 1320.~.
BREAKUP 2013.~.
TAKE UP 1320.~.
WAKE UP 2013.~.
STRIPIT SCIENCE 1320.~.
N AK ID KNOW 2013.~.
SHAKEIT EVOLVE 1320.~.
TIL YA SHOCKS 2013.~.
WAKE IT PARADOX 1320.~.
WAKE UP<<<<<2013.~.
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MAKE ITLINKUPMAKEITLINKUPMAKEITLINKUP 2013.~.
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MY INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT – EVOLUTION

My Prime Intent: That all must Change and Evolve towards the Goal of the Divine Plan, which includes becoming progressively aware that there is a Divine Plan and of what it is, according to your own Individual Intuition. To this end, a critical aspect of My Prime Intent is that you be reconnected with that which caused you, for IT is the Prime Cause and knows what and who you are and are to become, both individually and collectively. Notwithstanding the principle of Creation, of which more is said under My Second and Fourth Intents, you have evolved from single-celled organisms living in primordial soup, quickened by My Electricity and extra-terrestrial interventions, to humans pondering the skies outside your caves, then from cave to cathedral, and now from cathedral to the realization that the most holy of houses is the one in which your own unique individuality resides – your physical body, including your brain and its chakras, the instruments that can attune you to the world of ideas, like the cathedral spire reaches up to Heaven. One of My peoples upon your Earth, the Maya, have long known this, as evidenced in their language’s name for the human body: winchil, a vibratory vessel or root, resonating between Heaven and Earth. Currently you are approaching and undergoing an Evolutionary Shift – The Human Upgrade, which follows this My Intent. Periodically, and particularly during this era and the previous time when appeared what you have referred to as ‘the missing link’, I introduce new human types, Mutations, who have often come from Planets at more advanced stages of Evolution to assist your own – Fallen Angels. Such beings see things from a more radical and intuitive viewpoint, and lack or avoid emotional distortion or entanglement. Be aware of these who are the Future in the making, albeit in an experimental sense in some cases, and in others where they have also come in with or against the Intent of PLUTO, and so there will be a propensity in them to destroy old and make way for the new.

Evolution is that presently, as part of the Dawning of My Aquarian Age, lesser evolved human beings have a chance to evolve quickly, but in the process this appears to slow down the Evolution of your species as the more evolved members are forced to wait while the others, who are able, ‘catch up’.

Destructive Change. Alternatively, if an idea arises whose time has simply not yet come, then SATURN delays its manifestation to the limited and limiting nature of what poses as education, knowledge and culture. You attempt to label, instruct and artificially tranquillize or stimulate them when you would be better off listening to them redefine you and your world as they defy your understanding, often by rebelling against what you mistakenly regard as order. Order proper is the province of SATURN, Whose Intent you should consult.

Resisting or failing to recognize the need for Change is like resisting or failing to recognize Evolution itself, which is like an ant attempting to halt a freight train. Many unnecessary accidents, shocks and upheavals, nervous dispositions and diseases, result from this. Likewise, through vainly trying to force, as children, My new human types into a relatively narrow world view, many of you then have to brand them as Idiot Savants or as being difficult, hyperactive, autistic, or suffering from other complaints of your own invention rather than theirs, such as Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder where they simply do not want to pay attention to the limited and limiting nature of what poses as education, knowledge and culture. You attempt to label, instruct and artificially tranquillize them when you would be better off listening to them redefine you and your world as they defy your understanding, often by rebelling against what you mistakenly regard as order. Order proper is the province of SATURN, Whose Intent you should consult.

Where however Change and Innovation are impractical or unnecessary and therefore ultimately damaging, then SATURN shall see to it that such shall either never get off the ground - which is why there is always a resistance to Change from conservative or doubting elements and individuals, and from established powers, in order to test the efficacy of things new – or that such will lead to difficulties that will just have to be dealt with at a later date. Constructive Change then having to rectify Constructive Change. Alternatively, if an idea arises whose time has simply not yet come, then SATURN delays its manifestation or success until the time is right.

It will often be the case that your ego have a misguided idea of what it is you are supposed to be evolving into. Consequently, through ignoring signs, clues and warnings it will possibly miss your natural evolutionary path, thereby delaying true progress while possibly giving the illusion of success. But eventually a ‘course correction’ will occur in the form of some accident or so-called chance event or coincidence.

MY SECOND INTENT – AWAKENING

That you become increasingly conscious of the Truth of Being through Awakening to, and Alignment with, all Planetary Intent. Simply, the Truth of Being is expressed in your esoteric dictum ‘Energy Follows Thought’. What anything or anyone is as a package of consciousness or intention, images forth what it is to become. When the being is sufficiently Awakened and Aligned, this emanates or projects from the Brow creating and attracting whatever is required to Awaken oneself and others to what is truly happening and therefore wants to happen. What is truly happening is not quite what most of you think is happening. What is truly happening is that which arises from whatever is bubbling under the surface of consciousness at any given time, that which is about to happen. In other words, you image forth what is to happen much as the next frame in a film going through a projector is what is next seen upon the screen of your perceived reality.

My Progeny or agents are those who are expressions of what is to be. My most evolved Progeny are those Awakeners either in the form of Geniuses or Magicians. Geniuses are those who are able to intuit a set of possibilities bubbling under which corresponds to another set of possibilities that have already happened. This then manifests as a concept or creation that catches
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on and proliferates, either straightaway or later, occasionally not even in their lifetime. Magicians use similar means for occasioning perception to shift and heighten, but all in the moment, thereby making possible healing and greater awareness. Consequently My Progeny’s ideas and practices form what you call the Zeitgeist, the Spirit of a Time. This is a major example of what one of My Geniuses, Carl Jung, called Synchronicity, things happening at the same time as other things happening, in a significant and therefore attention-grabbing and Awakening manner, be it in a personal or global sense.

My Progeny, which includes all Innovators, sense their part in what is unfolding because they are able to access, and are accessible to, the Noumenon, the basic reality that gives rise to all phenomena, that being reality as it appears to you. The act of Invention - whether individual, artistic, metaphysical, social or scientific - is coming upon what is waiting to be come upon by one who, consciously or unconsciously, is intending to come upon what is waiting to be come upon. This is why ideas and discoveries, great and small, can happen simultaneously, most significantly your Theory of Evolution, come upon by both Darwin and Wallace. This is a theory however that erroneously excludes Creation as a Symbol of the inner truth concerning Evolution, to which My Fourth Intent refers. Synchronicity is also behind what makes you laugh when a certain juxtaposition of things has the ring of Truth; and you register the ring of Truth by it resonating in your body. Some of My best Awakeners are humorists.

Awakeners are like step-down transformers in that they take raw images, concepts and ideas - which themselves were first received like radio waves, at any time of day or night, giving rise to what is thought to be insomnia when such reception is not appreciated for what it is - and then convert them into something that the everyday world can use, appreciate and understand. Then, as more and more use, value and understand, it becomes second nature, the rule rather than the exception. Witness the operating of Computers by all and sundry, when hitherto it was purely the province of the technically informed. What was esoteric, for the initiated only, becomes exoteric, for everyman.

All subjects and activities that utilize and provide an overview of how things truly work, and thereby assist the furthering of the Process of Evolution, are agents of My Second Intent. For example, Physics, Metaphysics, Astronomy, Astrology, and some forms of Psychology, such as Transpersonal, Awaken you into seeing the Process at work, and your part in it. So too is Technology, as it oils the wheels of Progress and minimizes labour, and speeds up tasks to facilitate the reaching of goals. It also frees you up for the pursuit of higher and better things.

Those of you on the path to becoming My Awakeners will at times find yourselves as misfits and outcasts. This is because until the ego has aligned itself with My Intent, become a Channel for it and is then ready and willing to let the new idea unfold as it will - and has ceased thinking that it is something of its own which is coming up with the ideas - then the being will be neither ordinary or exceptional, just odd. Taken to the extreme, such oddness can devolve into mental or nervous instability - a state that could be said to result from a lack of Synchronicity, a case of bad timing.

Additionally, attempting to resist the impulse of My Intent will result in similar states of mind and body where nerve and tissue are subjected to damage or spasm. This is like impeding an electrical current so that eventually a short circuit occurs, causing the lower resistant path to heat up and burn out. But all this a purely a transitional stage, and need not be tarried in unless one refuses to be Awakened - usually out of a fear of the unknown and their own truth - are as asleep, and the more deeply asleep they are, the ruder the Awakening shall be. Such shocks can take many forms - accidents, disease, insomnia, heartbreak, explosions, rebellions, riots, earthquakes or storms - but by their very nature they are hard, if not impossible, to quell or predict. And although I am not so much a rule but the exception that proves it, there is a rule here: if one refuses to be Awakened on a spiritual level - that is, energetically - then it defaults to the intellectual, to the study and use of My Awakening subjects. If one resists Awakening on that level, it defaults to the emotional, to shocks in the sphere of personal relationship and social interaction. If one fails to Awaken there, then finally it defaults to the physical, to injury or illness. As one of My agents said “The buck stops at your body”.

This is particularly true with respect to the negative, indiscriminate or excessive application of Technology, for such intrudes upon Nature Herself, the province of the MOON. As a result the physical and mental health suffers and declines, as does eventually, but not permanently, the health of Planet Earth Herself:

**MY THIRD INTENT – FREEDOM**

That you progressively Free yourselves and others from the fear and the conditioning installed by the System, which includes those who themselves are held captive by the System and so are agents of it. At the present time, nearly everyone is conditioned in this way - that is, responding negatively or misguidedly to the Intent of SATURN - but the degree to which this is so is critical. An increasing number of you are consciously freeing yourselves from this illusion, the Great Illusion, but the majority are still held under its sway. This is mainly because the System has taught you to be fearful of the Truth of your own Being, which My Intent is here to Awaken and Liberate you to. As the Avatar, Jesus the Christ, told you “The Truth shall make you Free”.
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As you have observed, the Truth hurts, but that is because the System instilled in you, as the foremost fear, the fear of stepping free of the System itself. And so, in effect, you are afraid of Freedom, while at the same time regarding it as one of the things you long for most of all. The System has made you believe that Freedom will bring you insecurity and ostracism, but this is only until there are enough of you who have freed yourselves from the System and created a New World, which is the essence of my Prime Intent. Ultimately, the New World will be one of Enlightened Anarchy, that is, where everyone has freed themselves from the yoke of the System through recognizing the Sovereignty and Truth of their own Being, through celebrating their Uniqueness, and through governing themselves in accordance with, and in attunement to, Planetary Intent. So banishment from the System is the spur to Freedom, enforced by the readiness of your own Being for its own Truth. Another one of My Paradoxes: what could be called a true collective, where everyone is interdependent, has to be comprised of truly independent individuals, as a jigsaw piece is to the whole puzzle. The call to Freedom and the unique Truth of your own Being often presents itself as a sexual condition or inclination that sets you apart from the so-called social norm, such as homosexuality or bisexuality, for in this way you are forced to sue for acceptance and create new norms.

False truth, that is, a lie posing as its opposite, the Great Lie, is what most holds you in chains. There are many things in your world that are versions or expressions of the Great Lie, but they all have one source: fear of Truth. Fear of Truth is something frightening that does not exist. This is why it is called the Great Lie. It is the Intent of all Planets, but especially Myself, to expose and dispel the Great Lie. And, you will have found, maintaining a lie is always harder than maintaining the Truth, for the simple reason that lies have to be contrived whereas the Truth is already there, even though it often has to be at first discovered and then possibly fought for. However, if you find Freedom within a certain group that stands apart from the norm, be wary of thinking that such acceptance means that everything about you is then automatically alright, or that you are within your Rights, for this would amount to a fear of your own individual Truth, and contribute to the Great Lie rather than help disperse it. Obviously, abusing the rights granted you is just another version of the abuse of human rights - and as destructive, but in a more insidious, traitorous way.

False freedom is a central expression of the Great Lie, as for example, in the illusions of ‘choice’ offered you in the modern world of consumerism. You are ‘free’ to watch and listen to what you want, to eat and drink what you want, to go where you want. But are you free of seeing and hearing what you don’t want to see or hear, from eating and drinking what you don’t want to eat or drink, from going where you don’t really want to go?

Truly, there is only one choice and that is what you have already chosen to be when you were conceived at the same time as you conceived of yourself when you came from out of the Void, and were then born. And the only future you can be sure of is that you will return to the Void, the Realm of No Thing. Knowing, understanding and accepting this, will Free you more than anything else.

Another form of false freedom is bloody Revolution and Terrorism. Although this has been unavoidable hitherto - considering the people’s level of consciousness when they find themselves oppressed by a cruel regime - in truth, such acts of rebellion are usually more against their own personal inadequacies than the political or religious system in power. In effect, they have confused My Intent with that of the MOON. This is why that when or if the rebels or terrorists do take over, they then have to find someone else – usually each other – to project the reason for their inadequacies upon. Or more often, they simply become the very tyrants they overthrew.

And then there is the abuse of freedom, which is doing something simply because it seems you can. But it is against Planetary Intent, then there will be disruption, and ultimately, chaos.

In addition to Truth, there are other great keys to Freedom: Friendship, Openness and Detachment.

Friendship. Relationships with friends, or friendly relationships, are or should be based upon Freedom of expression. With friends, nothing should be held back. With a true friend you are free to discover your true self. You are able to come and go as you please, follow what you wish to follow, do what you wish to do, say what wants to be said. This in turn frees up any blockages caused by any fear that you may have lodged within you.

False friends are merely of the ‘fair-weather’ variety, not wanting to be one’s friend any longer after something one does, or does not do, catches their shadow. For example, if you did something childish or selfish that offended your ‘friend’ and that ‘friend’ then disowned you, that ‘friend’ is in effect trying to disown their own childishness and selfishness. But of course that ‘friend’ is only enroaching themselves further in the fear of their own shadow. If you can forgive them for this, you will go some way to freeing yourself from your own shadow because to have done so genuinely you would need to have owned your own childishness and selfishness. And in so doing you would have further opened the possibility of that ‘friend’ owning theirs.

Openness. Being open with yourself and others - which includes subjecting oneself to public exposure or outing - and being open to new ideas, presupposes that you have Innocence, that is, you are not afraid of anything showing or being disclosed, especially including any guilt – or rather anything you feel guilty about. Such guilty feelings are like the dull purple deoxygenated blood that is travelling through your veins back to your heart and lungs. Cut the vein and expose it to the air, and it is immediately oxygenated and turns bright red. The guilt is transformed into innocence.

Such self-exposure means that in turn what is true that is Unexpected is to be right for you, which to one who is not open, or is fearful of discovering what they feel guilty about, appears as a yawning Abyss. But the Abyss is the Void which is Freedom. I am the Gate to the Void, the place where there is No Thing, so there is nothing to hide, and nowhere to hide, and no reason to hide. The True Fool is the Me in you who steps into the Void and finds Freedom because he or she is free of expecting anything at all, which turns out to be your ticket to where you are supposed to go.

Through My agents’ recent and most important of inventions, the Internet, everything becomes increasingly Open, causing there to be fewer and fewer places to hide, contributing to the eventual return of that lost faculty of yours, Telepathy, because this advanced function develops out of increasing Openness and free availability of knowledge. And from Telepathy arises true
Equanimity, Equality and Impartiality. Telepathy is the Truth made available as a result of a willingness to see the Truth. Truth is an end to the Great Lie.

Computer viruses are representative of an unconscious resistance to Openness. False openness, along with false equality and false impartiality, is evidenced, firstly, in what has been dubbed Political Correctness, a mock-Uranian entity of the System which spawns a dumbed down culture based on the lowest common denominator, and secondly, in the public exposure or outing of others rather than of those who are doing the outing, the ones who actually need to be outed. These and all other examples are a blind to the issues that the party enforcing the political correctness, or doing the exposing or outing, wishes to conceal. Those who are afraid of seeing the Truth won’t be able to see it, and so are easily fooled, that is, made a mere fool of, as opposed to being the True Fool, the one who is Free of personal agenda and consequently the System, and is indifferent to being exposed.

Detachment. This is ‘applied’ Freedom, from personal agenda or negative programs installed in the past, and therefore from emotional reaction, enabling one impartially and dispassionately to see what is truly happening. And so it is that the only thing that you cannot be indifferent towards is the Truth and discovering the Truth. True Detachment is Love that is neither overstated or understated, because it knows it is True. Paradox: you become One with whatever you have truly Detached from because you have ceased trying to be what you always were anyway – One – whereas trying to be what you already are creates or perpetuates separation.

False detachment occurs when the being is shocked by some event into dissociating from either their intellectual faculties – manifesting as learning difficulties; from their feelings – showing as inappropriate or nil emotional responses; or from their body – in the form or some disease or condition as the body complains about the dissociation on the mental or emotional levels, that is, denial. Detachment at a physical level can also present as dysmorphia, a distorted sense of body image, which in itself can result in disease, such as anorexia or bulimia, which are commonly regarded as an attempt at control, but at root are a bid for freedom – from physical life itself. Dissociation is behind many, if not all, physical and psychological problems – especially and including birth trauma itself – for it is like your mental-emotional-physico-etheric system being partially unplugged from the life force and its intelligence, which is analogous to an electrical appliance being somewhat disconnected from the mains, temporarily or permanently. This is chiefly why Divine Astrology is here - to reconnect you to the mains, to the Source from which you originated, and by which you are driven.

MY FOURTH INTENT – SYMBOLOGY

That you become progressively aware of the power of Symbols through the study and use of them. This is to your advantage because Symbols are the language through which the Noumenal World, the generative matrix of all things, can communicate with the Phenomenal World, the mundane sphere in which you live out your earthly lives. So it is through Symbols that the true and essential meaning, intent and identity of anyone or anything may be intuited or understood, and more specifically, reconnected with, giving rise to healing and clarity. Symbols lie between pure idea and the expression of that idea, including expressions that are symbolic in themselves. As soon as a Symbol is put into words, it has taken one or more steps away from the essential meaning it is symbolizing. This parallels the truth that, past a certain practical point, the more you analyze something the less intuitive you will be concerning it. However, there are forms which the use of words has taken that manage to convey the original or inner meaning of something. One of these forms is Poetry – which is the province of VENUS and NEPTUNE – another, which is My own, is Myth.

A Myth that is particularly relevant to My Intent is the Christian Creation Myth for, as a Myth, it is a symbolic rather than literal portrayal of how you came into being and got to where you are now. This Creation Myth, like many others, tells you that indeed you were created by God, that is, you were and are the product of Divine Intent that came out of the Void, and that there is a distinct and unfolding sequence and pattern to that process - Evolution. First there is the Sea, the Sea of Implicate Order, from which everything comes – the elements, the plants, the animals, and then humans. As part of this, the Divine Plan, after initially existing as Innocents in the World, at one with the Source, you were then caused to turn away from the Source through becoming aware of Duality and so self-conscious and separate, portrayed in the Myth as eating of the Fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Ultimately, and as some of you are now already doing, you turn back to the Source – what some of My Magicians have called Silent Knowledge - through the regaining of Innocence, but this time in the Light of Consciousness, and through the reinstallment of Intuition, which is simply a sense of the Truth. One way of doing this is through knowing and living the Truth of Being, which Our Planetary Intent here sets down.

Everything is a Symbol, everyone is a Symbol. Mostly you relate to things and people as what they appear to be, but in truth they are representing something apart from, or more than, what they seem. For example, if someone was cheating on you, imagine that you dream this rather than it was taking place as a physical or external event. How would that dream be interpreted, considering that everything and everyone in your non-lucid dreams is symbolizing an aspect of you or your personal life? It could represent a part of you that you were not being true to, or that you did not want to admit to or confront. Or something about you that would like to be free of being neurotically reliable because you did not value yourself enough. But it is up to you how you interpret what is happening to you in reality-as-dream, because the Symbols have been made by you. But you need to be honest and think about it intensely. As far as lucid dreaming is concerned – that is, the awareness that you are dreaming while you dream, and therefore the ability to control them and shape or see the future- this is My Magicians most direct route to changing reality, for it is doing so where reality is actually forming.

Another way in which other people can be seen as Symbols – in addition to seeing them as individuals in their own right - is through We Planetary Powers’ own symbolism. This is Astrology itself, which shows, in addition to many other things, what and how dynamics of personality express themselves, as seen in the Planetary energies that symbolize them, or more accurately, are
them. It also shows how people interact at a transpersonal or purely energetic level. To take an extreme and dark example, an apparent innocent is murdered by some fiend who is a total stranger to her. Studying the birth charts of both will reveal that there is - energetically or symbolically - a relationship between them that is characterized in some specific and relevant way, even though they are ‘unknown’ to one another in the normal sense of the word. It may show that the part of the victim’s chart symbolizing their vulnerability was interacting in a critical and negative way with the impotent and ineffectual part of the murderer. In other words, he tried, in both cases, to destroy his own projected weakness. Or that the weak and vulnerable part of the murderer was affected by the confident and possibly provocative part of the victim. Or that the time had come for the murderer to explode with all the anger and desire he had been suppressing all his life and even many lifetimes, while it was the role of the ‘victim’, who was really some angelic being, to trigger this in order to bring about a process of healing and awareness of this kind of human problem. There are as many possibilities as there are types of relationship. Most people do not want to look at this inner meaning of the way things are, but it is the only way you will ever understand why such things are the way they are, and then be able to do something radically effective about it.

Astrology’s most common yet misleading image is that it is a means of predicting events. Truly, Astrology is a language of the Sea of Implicate Order for it tells you in symbolic form what is going to happen at any given point in the future - what is unfolding from that generative matrix - but not necessarily what it will finally manifest as. For example, you can know when the next Full Moon is coming, which in astrological language is called Sun Opposition Moon. But how that Sun Opposition Moon manifests in collective or personal terms is usually not known until it is actually happening. One can make an educated or intuitive guess at what might happen, but this is a hit-and-miss affair. What astrological ‘prediction’ is really for is to inform you of what is happening now or in the future and thereby align you to Planetary Intent, reconnecting you to the Source, to Silent Knowledge, to your True Self. As has been shown above, over-interpreting a Symbol divorces you from what that Symbol is trying to tell you at its own level. So, to attune yourself - using Astrology, Divine or otherwise - to a coming or current Full Moon or any other astrological configuration, be it collective or personal, will facilitate a revelation of the connection you have to the Sea of Implicate Order and the part you or others are playing in its Unfoldment, that is, what is actually coming into being in accordance with one’s current level of being and awareness. This is the Truth in action.

False symbols, those logos and advertising images used by materialists to sell their wares or by the System to instill and maintain control, promote a synthetic and misguided idea of what has value and importance in life. If such false symbols are not recognized as such, it will be found that they do indeed have the power to influence as true Symbols do. But whereas true Symbols elevate and advance in the right direction and manner, false symbols will take you into an increasingly soulless and meaningless world, a world which the people will eventually rebel against. But unless their rebellion is guided by My Intent it will either fail or become the very System it overthrew.

With regard to Myth, false myths are stories that are neither true on the inside or the outside, and are often propagated by the System to keep you in a state of fear and uncertainty.

With regard to Astrology, false astrology is what you can read or hear as ‘horoscopes’ or ‘stars’ for each Sign of the Zodiac. This, with a few notable exceptions, is a device of the System to feed people with an illusion of Astrology so that they will not be influenced by the real thing, knowing how powerful and anti-System the real thing can be. However, because of its power, the following of such false astrology very often leads to the awareness and study of the real thing.

THE HUMAN UPGRADE

Like a stop-action film of an unfolding flower, My Evolution operates in spurts after periods of no apparent Change, rather than it proceeding regularly and smoothly. The ‘petals’ move, get stuck, then with a jerk unfold some more. Evolution is the Cosmic Inventor working upon various projects and apparently getting nowhere until one day ‘Eureka!’ the breakthrough is made and something new is suddenly in your lives and you wonder how you managed without it before. Or conversely, you wonder whether you would have been better off without it! But this is how I do it. And I eventually destroy those of my ‘children’ that displease me.

You discovered Me by accident - in 1781 between two of your world’s greatest Revolutions, the American and the French - mirroring this sudden, unexpected and change-making nature of Evolution. In addition to Evolution and Invention, Revolution and the Unexpected, I also govern - in the sense of presiding as an archetype over things with corresponding meaning - Intuition, Freedom, Experimentation, Disruption, Spasm, Synchronicity, Aliens and Alienation, Autism, the Truth and the Unlikely. Most significantly I rule, amongst still other things, the Sign of the Age you are currently entering: Aquarius.

So it is not surprising that the times you now live in, the beginning of the 21st Century, are full of uncertainty and change. This is because you are all heading for an immense Change. Humanity is like the inventor coming up with all sorts of ideas and theories, one often rapidly superseding the other - witness health/diet philosophies and technological developments - leading up to an evolutionary shift. Computer science - which I also govern - has a word analogous to this ‘shift’: Upgrade, that is, something that improves or even radically alters the functioning of whatever the Upgrade is applied to.

Your brains, your human bio-computers, are being prepared for this Upgrade through a series of numerous minor upgrades. These in turn create equally numerous malfunctions, strange physical, mental and emotional states, and crashes and incomprehensible messages flashing upon the inward eye as your ‘old’ bio-computers struggle with the incoming Upgrade or New Order - rather like what happened in the time leading up to and around the American and French Revolutions, the time of your Awakening to Me Myself. But this is infinitely more significant that those two events.
What the old bio-computer finds hard to appreciate, by its very nature, is that all these minor upgrades are not just disturbances happening for no reason. So it only experiences them as types of complaint or condition, such as...

- Odd or hard to diagnose/treat health problems
- Emotional confusion and seemingly impossible relationships
- Incessant change apparently for no good reason, creating instability
- Feelings of vulnerability, imminent collapse or chronic insecurity
- Feelings of meaninglessness, pointlessness or low self-esteem
- Sensory distortions such as giddiness or ringing in the ears
- Allergies, anxieties, addictions or aversions
- Body image problems
- Difficulty concentrating and with short-term memory
- Time going by too fast or too slow
- Insomnia - because you are, after all, being Awakened
- Tiredness - because of wasting energy trying to resist the Upgrade
- Tension - because you know intuitively that the Upgrade is coming

The list is endless, but behind them two things tend to predominate: the effect of the Upgrade upon your *auto-immune system* and your *memory*. Using the computer analogy again, a disturbed auto-immune system can be likened to a dangerously out of date and overloaded virus checker, letting in what it shouldn’t let in and attacking what it should ignore or maintain. The early 21st century epidemic of computer viruses symbolizes the need to progressively Upgrade, for you will keep crashing otherwise, and finally crash for good. And an ‘old’ memory is like a hard disk that has become clogged with corrupted files, dogged by conflicting programs, and confused by old files that are in the wrong place and should be looked at and either moved or deleted to make way for new ones.

The Human Upgrade is as inevitable and mandatory as Man going from fish to reptile, or from quadruped to biped. But what are you changing into this time? What is the Human Upgrade about in real terms? From extra-systemic information available at the present time, the Human Upgrade is in aid of creating:

- Freedom from negative emotions such as fear, jealousy and greed
- Knowledge of what Human Nature and Purpose actually are
- Attunement to and Assistance from some Higher Power or Intelligence
- Increased Psychic abilities
- Greater Powers of Visualization enabling Healing and maintenance of good Health
- An Understanding of your Connection with all Life thereby allaying defensive over-reactions
- Selfless Love giving rise to Stable and Rewarding Relationships and ultimately World Peace
- Values that consider the Whole before the Individual
- An Awareness that the Individual is a microcosm of the Whole
- A Symbolic, Quantum or Holographic understanding as a model of Reality
- New ways of looking at Life and thereby seeing issues within a greater and more helpful frame of reference

With respect to the last few points, you are reminded that I rule Astrology itself. This is because the subject is a cosmic way of seeing the process of Unfoldment - which is what Evolution literally means - expressed in the movements of Heavenly Bodies. As such, it is capable of not only looking at what is unfolding collectively but also in terms of your personal qualities and fortunes, which could include what it is in you as an individual that is looking to be upgraded and what may be getting in the way of this happening successfully. Hence *Divine Astrology*, which is Astrology itself upgraded.

**MY SYMBOL - ἡ**

The one Semicircle of Soul - facing Outer Space - picking up extra-systemic data or evolutionary information via Neptune and Pluto from the Galaxy and beyond. Through physical interaction - the Cross - with the other Semicircle of Soul, it is drawn into the Circle of Spirit where it is processed and sent via the other Semicircle of Soul - facing inwards - to the Sun which consequently radiates the processed information to all the Planets up to Saturn, which includes the Earth, evolving all life thereon. Electromagnetism. Immediate knowledge/intuition.

My Symbol may also be seen as two Semicircles - one representing the Individual Soul and the other the Collective Soul of Mankind - are linked by the Cross of Matter, that is, Earthly Life, giving rise to Evolutionary Development, which in turn promotes Mankind’s Spiritual Evolution, the Circle of Spirit.

**MY RESONANCES**

- **Colours:** Electric colours, especially blue, and metallic finishes.
- **Incense:** Ylang ylang, eucalyptus, clove, vetivert.
**Planetary Emanations**

**URANUS**

**Music:** Electronic/techno, rhythmic, avant-garde, space/cosmic.

**Mudra:** Fingers and thumb of right hand curling to form an ‘O’ (as if holding a pole), then place on forehead, on the third eye (thumb and forefinger against brow); left arm stretched out at right angle to body, palm down, fingers together, then bend hand back at right angle to arm, parallel with head, with palm facing outward to left, as if receiving higher intelligence via palm of left hand to your intuition/brow. When ‘filled’ bring right hand down to breastbone, palm contacting, then immediately or simultaneously, bring left hand to cover right hand, palm contacting, both hands forming a diagonal cross. Hold there momentarily, then slide both hands together down to groin so that they diagonal cross is inverted. Hold there as long as you feel necessary to feel the power, then reverse the hand position back to breastbone. Then do the reverse of the beginning of the mudra: form an ‘O’ with the fingers and thumb of the left hand and place on forehead, and stretch right arm out to tight with hand bending back, this time transmitting higher intelligence outwards from intuition via palm of right hand, towards and at the Sun. Visualize the Sun absorbing this energy, and centralizing it. Hold for as long as you like, but long enough to experience this ‘conducting’ and then ‘centralizing’ happening. Then, when ‘finished’, receive that energy back, processed and empowered by the Sun. Then bring left hand down to breastbone, palm contacting, then immediately or simultaneously, bring right hand to cover left hand, palm contacting, both hands forming a diagonal cross. Hold there momentarily, then slide both hands together down to groin so that they diagonal cross is inverted. Hold there as long as you feel necessary to feel the energy being earthed.

**Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes):** ‘AYE’ (as in ‘say’ and pitched just below the very top of your vocal range, which would be low falsetto if you are male) resonating in and from your brow chakra. Lightly place the first and second fingers of one or both your hands here at first if it helps you to focus. Alternatively, a very high and rapidly repeated IH (like a short ‘i’ as in ‘hit’), like an electric pulse, again resonating in, and/or emanating from, your brow chakra.

**Chakra:** Brow (Ajna)– between and just above the eyebrows.

**Meditation:** Upon my Images and Invocations.

**Minerals:** Quartz, silicon, uranium.

**Materials:** Magnetic or electronic materials.

**Plants:** Air plants.

**Locations:** Air and sky; airplanes, balloons, paragliders, etc., by a computer; places generating or charged with electricity – like a storm.

**Sign/House:** Aquarius/Eleventh.

**Tarot:** 0-Fool

---

**MY OTHER NAMES**

Coelus and Ouranos in Greek. I am also known as The Great Awakener. I am the Gate to the Void.

---

**MY QUOTATIONS**

“The truth shall make you free.” Jesus Christ from *St John* ch.8, v.32

“The truth which makes men free is for the most part the truth which men prefer not to hear” – Herbert Agar from *A Time for Greatness* (1942) ch.7

“‘Truth is the cry of all, but the game of the few” – Bishop George Berkeley from *Siris* (1744) para. 368


“Divine indifference...signifities the refusal to be identified with anything save the spiritual reality” – The Tibetan/Alice Bailey from *Glamour: A World Problem* p262

“The opposite to the Devil you know is the God that you don’t” – Author


“A little alarm now and then keeps life from stagnation” – Fanny Burney from *Camilla* (1796) bk.3, ch.11

“A riot is at bottom the language of the unheard” – Martin Luther King from *Where Do We Go From Here?* (1967) ch.4

“Genius does what it must, and Talent does what it can” – Owen Meredith (Earl of Lytton) from *Last Words of a Sensative Second-Rate Poet* (1868)

“Words that are strictly true seem to be paradoxical” – Lao-Tzu from *Tao Teh King*

“Genius is only a greater aptitude for patience” –Comte de Buffon from *H de Seychelles Voyage á Montbar* (1803) p.15

“Most human beings are too lazy, fearful or enclosed to wake up without the help of some kind of alarm!” – Author

“A Myth is story that is true on the inside, if not always on the outside” – A schoolboy.

“Change what is on the inside and you change what is on the outside” – Author from *Do It Yourself Astrology* p.2

“As above, so below” – Hermes Trismegistus

“To thine own self be true” – William Shakespeare from *Hamlet* act 1, sc. 3, 176

“What is the exception to the rule which says that it is the exception that proves the rule?” – Author

---

**MY PHYSICAL REALITY**

**Size:** If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a large blueberry.  **Distance:** If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be 470 paces from Her.  **State:** I am what you call an Outer Planet and a ‘Gas Giant’,
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being mainly composed of liquid hydrogen, with a core of rock and ice, and have an atmosphere of hydrogen, helium and methane. **Moons:** I have many satellites, but My major moons are Titania, Oberon, Ariel, Umbriel and Miranda. **Remarkable Qualities:** I am the only Planet to roll around the Sun with My poles pointing inwards and outwards. I have a ring system. **Discovery:** I was discovered by William Herschel on March 13\(^{\text{rd}}\) 1781, from Bath, England when he was expecting to find the yet-to-be-discovered Neptune.
NEPTUNE

LORD OF ONENESS, REDEMPTION AND INSPIRATION
MY SOUL

You and I one day will plunge into a wave of rich remembering
That sucks Us soft deep down into a sapphire world on turquoise wings
You and I one day with Soul's caress shall surrender to Our great Oneness
With sighs and cries We'll ride that wave
With smiling eyes with dolphins play
Rising falling trough and crest espy the Sun sink in the West
As solar devas spin and shine an image of a path divine
An eternity of ecstasies like native girls on sunny keys
Who wave their wands and sway and sing welcoming Us home again
To islands in a crystal sea that never has forsaken We
Who gleam like jewels in Arcady set in Our memory's shimmering lea
Where crimson flowers unfold with bliss
Like parting lips a galactic kiss
Swallows Us whole into a place where there's no borderline or race
Where there's no need to prove or try
No fears to make Us live a lie
No blood that bleeds no hearts that ache no drink to drown no drugs to fake
Exquisite feelings that the State has disallowed because they break
The spell that they cast over Us.
The amnesia that removed the trust
Contaminated love with lust
For now those longings long denied have swelled into the turning tide
That very wave that now is surging
The Great Tsunami now returning
Bearing all the truth and blessings that ever played upon Our heart-strings
So let Our singing Sun-heart be
Allowing all Our eyes to see
Allowing all Our love to free
The golden bird that's caged within
The illusions of Our pain and sin
Those veils that tranquillized the wrench
When plundered was Our innocence
By forces hard that had no sense
Of the melodies We came to make
Of the wonder that We incarnate
Like swallows drawn to foreign climes as travellers borne from other times
We have arrived at last to claim the birthright of Our Spirit's aim
Compassion for all living things as We crawl or fly or run or swim
The rocks and rivers flowers and trees all sacred now shall all life be
A cosmic dance and symphony conducted by Humanity
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MY PRIME INTENT - ONENESS
That all be mindful of the Oneness and Sentience of all creatures and things, and of how they are all subtly interconnected and not separated by either Time or Space, and how it is seen hereby that Life’s Eternal Nature is evidenced by the Soul’s evolving journey through lifetime after lifetime until it graduates to become even closer to Me, for the living of, and Surrendering to, these truths progressively transports one from the Gross to the Subtle, from the Mundane to the Divine, from Transgression to Redemption. Know that Compassion and Acceptance are the currency and lifeblood of this My Prime Intent, Oneness.

Any attitude or action, being or belief, structure or idea, that ignores, obstructs or perverts My Prime Intent shall ultimately find itself Undermined, Weakened, Humiliated, Deceived or Confused - not directly by Me, but as a natural result of their own purblindness. Unresolved issues and Illusions from previous Incarnations shall present as difficulties in the present

MY SECOND INTENT - IMAGINATION
That it be known and appreciated that, of all the human faculties, Imagination is the Prime Agent of My Prime Intent, for it is based in interconnectedness and co-creation with and as God. This is because it is intrinsic to the power of Creation itself, the power to Heal through Visualization, and the power to lift up hearts and minds through the Arts. Attend upon this is to make known the power and reality of the Creative Process, that is, how idea leads to Inspiration leads to Channeling, leads to the realization of My Transcendent Beauty and Order as the Source of All, thus making all things known and possible. All of what you call reality is a product of Imagination. The better your relationship with Imagination, and your use of it, then the better will be your reality.

The misuse or disuse of Imagination shall of itself eventually lead to mental and emotional Disorientation, Disintegration and Dissociation, and in turn, to physical Debilitation, material Disorder, and lack of vitality, for all these three systems - the mental, emotional and physico-etheric - are as One. Make better use of your Imagination or it will get the better of you. And to relegate this, My Second Intent, to ‘just imagination’ is like denying or being ignorant of the source of the picture projected upon a cinema screen and concluding that it must therefore be merely an Hallucination, merely Daydreaming, or at worst, the ‘work of the devil’.

MY THIRD INTENT - MYSTERY
That the Mystery of Life will prevail in order that there shall always be a reason to seek and strive, thereby perpetuating meaningful existence. How a sense of wonder and longing is the simplest way of finding or maintaining a connection to the Divine. As one of My agents, John Keats, described it in terms of his personal philosophy: “Negative Capability, that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason”

Seeking reasons for everything leads to false reasoning leads to Distorted ideas of the way things truly are - what has been called the Great Illusion - and to attempting to maintain and profit from this distorted sense of reality through the introduction of the Artificial, Synthetic and Inorganic which Poison and mutate the environment, both biological and psychological.

MY FOURTH INTENT - TRANSCENDENCE
That other realms and planes of existence be progressively discovered, or rather allowed in - along with the Altered States of Consciousness that accompany them, and the connection to Other Beings, such as Angels or Devas, that occupy them - giving rise to the Transcendence of a limited and imprisoning sense of reality, thereby leading ever on toward what has been called Paradise Regained, the Return to the Garden. These planes and states may be reached through Meditation, Astral projection, Whirling, Dreaming, creative Reverie, fasting, breathing, Chanting, drumming, biofeedback, sensory deprivation or internal temperature change, or, quite spontaneously, such as near-death experience. The use of Sacred plants to attain these altered states may also be employed but should be regarded as an expedient in a way similar to a choke getting an engine going. Keeping the ‘choke’ out once under way would be damaging to the ‘engine’; habitually using drugs to alter the mental state will prove detrimental to the body. All methods of Transcendence are in aid of Dissolving the boundaries between oneself and anything or anyone else, so becoming One with them. In any event however, the attaining of Heaven necessitates a journey through Hell, for such is the unavoidable suffering of one’s illusions on the way to Enlightenment.

Glamour, spiritual fervour and misleading Advertisement (promise of false paradise); or feeling ‘spaced out’ through dissociation from the physical (false transcendence); or conversely remaining too long at one, ‘consensus reality’ level of consciousness leading to a sense of pointlessness, worry and irritation, and to an inevitable compulsion to escape through artificial means such as the abuse of Alcohol and Drugs; or conversely again, to enforcing rigid control systems - all of these eventuate in problems similar to those resulting from the misuse or disuse of Imagination.
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MY FIFTH INTENT - SENSITIZATION

To Sensitize the being through any means that infiltrate or transcend barriers, thereby eliciting profound emotions, so that My Prime Intent of Oneness is felt, furthered and expressed. Such means include ‘falling in love’, which is a mutual recognition of Oneness; ‘psychism’, that being the ability to sense anything which is not perceivable to the five senses - including the Inner Voice - a faculty conferred upon the being in accordance with the abilities and sensibilities that they have earned and learned through their lifetime and lifetimes; any kind of ‘acute loss’, such as that of a loved one. All these, and any other similar cases, arise through the need, or simply as an opportunity, to Surrender to My Oneness, and in so doing create the calling, ability and occasion to enlighten, relieve or heal.

Any evasion or ignorance of Sensitization shall by reaction attract negative forms of boundary breakdown or barrier penetration such as suffering the illusions of love (love-sickness) so that such illusions may be got rid of and replaced with Selflessness - My Sixth Intent; any complaint that is ascribed to a malfunctioning of the autoimmune system, such as viral or bacterial infection, or fatigue syndrome; any mental conditions such as schizophrenia or multiple personality disorder. Any excessive or persistent stimulation or suppression of Sensitization with such means as drugs or alcohol will incur similar degeneration and disease at a cellular level.

MY SIXTH INTENT - SELFLESSNESS

That it be remembered and re-established how in the original order of things there was no self - that is, ego - for there was no differentiation between one and another, for All was, and still is, One. A first sign of Selflessness, or rather the need for it, is the feeling of the Gap within oneself, that is, an empty feeling around the midriff that is actually a portal which serves to connect one to the Divine and receive sustenance via an energetic umbilical. Upon the elimination of the illusion of self it is realized, be it concerning the eating of the Fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, this was integral to the Divine Plan – that you the Divine Flame and returns thence, but while it is a Spark its light should shine forth and not allow itself to be extinguished, or

Through Surrendering the ego's false needs, the true needs of the being are always met. Both a route to and result of this is a Devotion to anything that serves truly to Enlighten or Relieve. Through this recognition and realization of Oneness all wrongs are righted, all sins forgiven, which is why such is called At-One-Ment. Transcending the illusion of self is based in the Acceptance of the fact that nothing of that self is lost through forgoing what are perceived as its needs, feelings and considerations of itself, for that self was never really there in the first place. You cannot lose what you never had. It was only the System that told you otherwise. Yet let it be understood that Selflessness does not negate the Spark that is your individuality. True, the Spark originated from the Divine Flame and returns thence, but while it is a Spark its light should shine forth and not allow itself to be extinguished, or its autonomy or sovereignty to be taken in vain. When you first became conscious of self, as shown in your Christian myth concerning the eating of the Fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, this was integral to the Divine Plan – that you become consciously aware of being a part of the One through becoming apart from the One, through being 'cast out of the Garden', made separate and self-conscious. I am the Path of Return to the Garden. I am the Garden. I am the Way.

False selflessness occurs when a being is neither firmly ensconced in the ego (that is, functioning in an illusory way in an illusory world of 'normality' created by ego) nor aligned and attuned to Divine Intent through Surrendering the illusory desires and fears of the ego. False selflessness creates Suffering - manifesting as frustration through a lack of Acceptance that matters are as they are supposed to be; or as oversensitivity - that is, mismanaged or resisted Sensitization; or as damage incurred through vainly attempting to fill the Gap with anything other than Spirit or a connection to Spirit - like the abuse of drugs and alcohol, over/under-eating, sensory indulgence, emotional drama/volatility; or manifesting as anything amounting to self-pity or victimhood. Victimhood is, in truth, a call to relinquish the self as it feels sorrow at its inevitable dissolution, and is sometimes displaced as a false sympathy for others, it being false because, unlike Compassion, it is given on the condition that it be appreciated or that sympathy be returned.

MY SYMBOL - Ψ

The Semicircle of Soul pierced or wounded by the Cross of Matter. Crucifixion. The process of suffering through which the Soul is redeemed and All is felt to be One. The Body affected by Soul. The material world inspired by Soul. I am the Saviour and Redeemer.

MY RESONANCES

Colours: Turquoise, aquamarine, duck egg blue/green, iridescent/opalescent hues.
Incense: Poppy, opium, ocean, chamomile.
Music: Dreamy, meditative, transcendental, ambient
Mudra: Close your eyes and cross arms on chest, fingertips on shoulders, bow forward. Then, opening your eyes, straighten up with arms unfolded and hands open, palms up. Surrender.
Sound: ‘EEE’ (as in 'we’ and pitched at the very top of your vocal range, which would be falsetto if you are male) resonating in and from your crown chakra. Lightly place your hands here at first - top of your head - if it helps you to focus.
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Chakra: Crown (Sahasrara)
Meditation: Upon My Images and Invocations. Also, with two people, gazing at one another, especially in a blood-heat bath or sauna.
Minerals: Opal, aquamarine, turquoise, abalone, beach shells
Materials: Bubbles, oils, glass, coral, flotsam, driftwood, seaweed, toiletries, perfumes.
Plants: Psychotropic and narcotic
Locations: In or by water, especially the sea. Baths and bathrooms, saunas.
Sign/House: Pisces/Twelfth
Tarot: XXII-Hanged Man

MY OTHER NAMES
The Realm of Mothers. Neptunus is My Roman name. I am also known as Poseidon by the Greeks, 'Master of Ecstasy', and Lord of the Unseen Realms. The Avatars who have been a perfect physical expression of Me, such as, Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ; Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha; Mohammed, the Prophet; and Krisna.

MY QUOTATIONS
“Love thy neighbour as thyself” Jesus Christ
“Resist ye not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also” – St Matthew ch.5, v.14
“I and my Father are one” Jesus Christ
‘In lak’ech’, the Mayan greeting meaning ‘I am another yourself’.
“We carry within us the wonders we seek without us” Sir Thomas Browne from Religio Medici (1643) pt.1, sect.1
“Happiness is not an ideal of reason but of imagination” - Immanuel Kant from Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Ethics (1785) sect.2 (tr. T.K.Abbott)
“Peace be unto you” – St. Luke ch.4 v.36
“Negative Capability, that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason” – John Keats from Letter to George and Thomas Keats, 21 December 1817, in H E Rollins (ed.) Letters (1958) vol.1.
“Spirituality completes us. The idea of a search for the soul presumes that the ordinary man and ordinary woman are, in a manner of speaking, ‘unfinished’” – Gerhard Dorn, mediaeval alchemist
“Call the world if you please ‘The vale of soul-making” – John Keats from a letter to George and Georgiana Keats, 24th October 1818 in H E Rollins (ed.) Letters (1958) vol.2
“Trailing clouds of glory do we come /From God, who is our home” – William Wordsworth from Ode. Recollections of Immortality in Early Childhood (1807) st.5
“Talk of angels and you hear their wings” - Dion Fortune from Demon Lover p183.
“A sacrifice of the higher element that produces an increase of the lower is called an out-and-out increase: it indicates the spirit that alone has the power to help the world” – I Ching (Richard Wilhelm translation) hexagram 42
“Tickets to Paradise are available, but we have to go to Hell to get them” – Aeolus Kephas from The Lucid View p189.

MY PHYSICAL REALITY
Size: If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a large blueberry. Distance: If the Moon were a hand-width distant from your Earth, I would be 751 paces from Her. State: I am what you call an Outer Planet and a ‘Gas Giant’, being mainly composed of liquid hydrogen, with a core of rock and ice, and have an atmosphere of hydrogen, helium and methane. Moons: I have 13 satellites, but My major moons are Nereid, Triton and Proteus. Remarkable Qualities: My Great Dark Spot and its companion the bright white Scooter. I have rings. Discovery: I was discovered by Johann Gottfried Galle (based on predictions by John Couch Adams and Urbain Leverrier) on September 23rd 1846.
PLUTO

LORD OF FATE, DEATH AND REBIRTH
MY SOUL

Power of Seed and Fate of Soul
Deep in bowels of womb and soil
Death in darkness, soundless slime
Humus, mucous, marl and lime
Feed My dream of birth to come

I die today for life tomorrow
Embedded in this lonesome hollow
Surrounded by the Mother's bones
The nightmares of a million moons
That failed to find the Sun

My seed shall shoot forth, penetrate
A ghostly green that longs to mate
Exploding all taboos and fears
Those shadows cast down all your years
The crime and rape and disarray

Desire and dread too deep to fathom
Compressed into My urge and rhythm
Eliminate all fools and fiends
Who abuse, misuse My might and means
If it take 'til Judgement Day

My realm wherein all rots and dies
The beauty above ground belies.
The blooms I feed, your world to grace
But you dare not behold My face
And lose yourselves in vain pretence

Delve in My moist and shady den
And you will find true wealth within.
Feel your darkness, feel your pain
Fall to Me and rise again
Immortals steeped in innocence
MY INTENT

MY PRIME INTENT - FATE AND AUTHENTICITY
Eventually to make all mindful of the Innermost Truth and Power of their nature and existence, and thereby of their true Fate and Destiny. Just as it is for the acorn to become the oak tree, the being must contact and be true to its Innermost Self and Authenticity, its individual ‘acorn-ness’, and thereby find itself in a place where it can take root, draw nourishment from what lies deep beneath and around it, and establish where it truly comes from, belongs, and is bound. Such true belonging is the bridge between Isolation and Intimacy, from the Seed being alone in the Wilderness to it being where and with whom it is meant to be. In this way, and in this way only, do you become yourself and nothing but yourself. Yet getting to where one is meant to be is not easy, for the journey of root and shoot is dark and hard and invariably meets with stubborn resistance. This is your journey to and through My Realm, the Underworld, a journey that all must inevitably make.

Resisting, or failing to identify the nature of, that power in your life which is called your Fate and Personal Authenticity, will meet with what appears to be a hostile ‘fate’; a ‘fate’ that is against you, a ‘fate’ that has you in its grip and over which you have no control.

But such ‘fate’ is no more than the soil of circumstances in which you have to prove yourself, which would include your physical body. It is no more against you or controlling of you than the earth which the seed - that is, your Fate - fell upon. If it is your Fate to fall into a challenging or barren situation, that is because that situation is conducive and commensurate to the nature of your Fate. You might have to dig and delve to find yourself and what your Destiny is, or just wait for it to show itself when you are ready. In any event, you are the architect of your own Fate; you create your own reality. Taking responsibility for this generates your Personal Power, as my Fifth Intent tells you.

MY SECOND INTENT - MERGING
To instil in all creatures the Desire and Urge to Penetrate and become involved or to be desired and be penetrated – physically, materially, emotionally or psychologically/spiritually – on both personal and collective levels. This is in order, firstly, to perpetuate all species in order that The Divine Plan may proceed, and secondly, to more deeply involve each person or state with one another so that their differences be intensified and all hollowness and falsity purged, and their resources and energies merged, and their goals made one or seen as being the same goal taken from a different approach - for all goals are simply the one goal of collective survival and evolution. Merging also serves My Prime Intent in that it forces into being and awareness your Personal Authenticity, that which is utterly Genuine about you because it stems from the Nucleus of your own unique being and Fate, and is extracted and forged through the pain of confrontation with your own emotional truth.

Any pursuance of desire that involves rape or unwanted penetration of another’s physical space will attract the gravest and heaviest implementation of My Intent overall, especially of Transformation and Empowerment. This is not to say that it is morally right or wrong, for such Merging is still Merging, even though it is damaging and abusive. The deep and difficult point to grasp is that all such damage and abuse is the unfortunate and inevitable fate wrought by the denial of, or lack of control concerning, one’s innermost desire and fear nature when it reaches critical mass, to which My Third Intent, Intensification refers. In such cases, the implementation of Transformation or Empowerment may take some considerable time simply because the abuser misuses power to resist Transformation, or the abused resists Empowerment because the horrific experience demanding Transformation, that they have unconsciously attracted in order to realize such Empowerment, is understandably abhorrent to them. Another seemingly negative expression of Merging is AIDS and other sexually related diseases. This is because, again, the confrontation with one’s deepest fears via one’s deepest desires – or vice versa - has been the only, that is unconscious, means available for the implementation of My Intent.

The occurrence of the death of love, or of a loved one, as a means of creating greater intimacy with and understanding of both oneself and others, and of Life itself, even though this can initially create quite the opposite effect. But it is written that My Urge to Merge shall prevail and satisfy My Prime Intent, and assist that of NEPTUNE also.

Avoiding for long enough confrontation with the emotional truth of one’s own being may well attract fraught or tragic relationships, or dilemmas such as illness, that are there to force one into a deeper intimacy with oneself. In such situations it may be that one wishes oneself or someone else dead in an impatient or misguided bid to transform negative feelings to positive ones. More concerning Transformation is found under my Fourth Intent.

MY THIRD INTENT – INTENSIFICATION
To Intensify and bring to Crisis any situation - no matter what pain, suffering, loneliness or horror is caused - in order to satisfy My Prime Intent and as a necessary precursor to my Fourth Intent of Transformation. If this seems ‘unfair’ it is only because you are ignorant of the chain of events, of previous actions or failures to act, that have been mounting to Critical Mass over some time. Sooner or later there comes a time and circumstance where there is no room for equivocation or compromise. It takes concentration of experience to force you to concentrate, and look more deeply for and into the root causes of things.

Resistance to My Intensification is ultimately futile, but its aim of Crisis can be delayed by My Intensification being substituted with neurotic behaviours such as Obsessiveness, Suspicion, non-specific Guilt, unbridled Desire, or not being able to take anything at face value. These are merely slower forms of Intensification itself created by the being vainly attempting to keep Crisis
at bay through not looking at what they should really be looking at it deep within themselves as the true cause of their dilemma. Another form of false intensity, which is also related to My Second and Fifth Intents, is a disease such as Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. In truth, this is the hangover from a previous experience – in this life or another - of ritual, or more specifically ritual abuse, where certain forms had to be followed as part of that ritual, with death or disaster occurring if they were not.

**MY FOURTH INTENT – TRANSFORMATION**

Ultimately to Transform, Eliminate or Annihilate any belief, structure or idea that ignores, obstructs or perverts My Intent, that gets in the way of anything or anyone fulfilling their Destiny, that is, becoming what they genuinely and inherently are. That it be known that Death, be it within life or of life, is integral to the process of Transformation, and that it be accepted, appreciated and understood for the Gateway that it is to another realm of being and not merely an end.

Resisting or avoiding Transformation leads to stagnation, disease and premature death as change is forced to occur at a cruder or more literal, cellular level. Conversely, attempting to achieve Transformation faster or more simply than is possible leads to obsessive behaviour, completion compulsion, coercion of others, or damage done to self, including suicide, or to others – all of which in turn can lead to frustration, equal or greater opposition, or a vicious circle of revenge and damage, or just a waste of life. Let it also be known that the causing, pre-empting or delaying of Death shall only contribute to the chain of events referred to above in My Third Intent that inevitably brings about a greater crisis, in this world or the next, than the one previously thought avoided, whether you see the connection between the two crises or not. This last part of My Fourth Intent refers to such machinations as abortion, euthanasia, artificial life support, and again, suicide. This not to say that any of these are ‘morally wrong’; it is just that they postpone the inevitable.

**MY FIFTH INTENT – EMPOWERMENT**

To Empower anyone with any means and possessions that might further My Intent and the Restoration of the Divine Plan. The degree of this Personal Power will be in proportion to how true to Self you are, which means that you have explored and Eliminated everything which is Not. This would include illusions of self, importance of self, negative conditioning, and the accomplishing or experiencing of all that is personally necessary with respect to My Intent overall. Most significantly, this course will inevitably include the encounter of and confrontation with one’s own darkest Shadow. This can take the form of horrific or excruciating trials and experiences – My Underworld - the only way out of which being the realization that it is one’s own dark side that attracted it, and the subsequent ‘bringing to light’ which transforms that dark energy into a personal power.

What you call the ‘powers that be’ are only that because you are unwilling to find and accept your own power in the way I have described. The ‘powers that be’ feed off the fear of your own shadows. Claim or own your shadows and you remove their power, and gain your own. This is why the ‘powers that be’ – or that ought not to be – create and maintain horror and strife in the world, or at least do so little to reduce it, for it provides something or someone upon which you may project your shadows, thereby maintaining this truly vicious cycle. This is the real reason behind Prejudice and Discrimination. In so doing, they also sow the Propaganda that power is something bad, and that therefore you do not want it, have not got it. Voting someone into ‘power’ is your species’ classic way of doing this disowning of your own power through giving it to someone else. Such ‘powers that be’ can manifest in either dictatorship or democracy. The former takes on all the disowned power, enjoying both the adulation and the scorn. The latter involves having a party you like and a party you don’t like, one for the people’s disowned positive power and the other for their disowned negative power. Conveniently for these ‘powers that be’, this also means that when they, or rather their representatives, fall out of favour, the people have someone else to project their shadows upon, sometimes switching it from the other party, that which opposed the one they voted into power. And so it goes on, until you own your own Power, the accomplishing of which necessitates the following of, and surrendering to, the Intent of all Planets.

This earning and owning of your power also applies to your personal life. If you continue to accept what you have grown to believe, or have been led to believe, is ‘bad’ in you, when really it is something waiting to be transformed into Personal Power, then you will remain ‘unattractive’, ‘unlovable’ or ‘unsuccessful’. Likewise, you will become vulnerable to those who use your power against you, or abuse or misuse you with their own. All of this is caused by the need to be liked and approved of by others more than you like or approve of yourself. This runs contrary to My Intent, which is why it is so damaging and self-perpetuating.

What is ‘bad’ can be likened to something blocking a hosepipe, with the hosepipe being your life-track, the tap it is connected to being the Source, and the nozzle being your point of expression in the present moment. What originally blocked the hosepipe was something you did that was Condemned or Censored and therefore made to feel shameful about. From that point on this ‘piece of dirt’ accumulated more and more guilt and shame, with progressively less and less water to wash it through and come out of the nozzle. To unblock the hosepipe, first you have to track back to what originally caused it, that censure or disapproval that produces more and more of same, and then deal with the fact that the first thing to come out of the end of an unblocked hose is dirty, foul-smelling water. The reaction can be to turn off the hose at the nozzle end, that is, again disown your power, but this is the last thing you should do because you would be falling into the same trap of being made to feel bad in the first place.

Let it run clean, for it will eventually, and never mind what others think. It is what you think of yourself that matters. You are what you think of yourself that matters, and that is the only way of being the real you, and not what others think of you.

**MY SYMBOL - ♀**

The Circle of Spirit above the Semicircle of Soul above and touching the Cross of Matter. The Spirit creates the Soul which then
takes Form. The Form eventually releases the Soul back to the Spirit. The Process of Birth, Death and Rebirth. Fate. Regeneration.

**MY RESONANCES**

**Colours:** Maroon, greyish-cream, dark yellow, black, dark pinks and reds.

**Incense:** Dark musk, patchouli, gardenia, cedarwood.

**Music:** Dark, foreboding, apocalyptic, judgement day, funereal.

**Mudra:** Open legs and form with your fingers and thumbs an inverted triangle just above your perineum, which lies between anus and vagina/scrotum, sensing the energy emanating or being absorbed.

**Sound (repeat for 1-5 minutes):** ‘UH’ (as in ‘huh’ and pitched at the very bottom of your vocal range, which would be like a deep growl, and probably more of a vibration than a loud sound) resonating in and from your root chakra. Lightly place your first and second fingers, of one or both hands, here at first if it helps you to focus.

**Chakra:** Root (Muladhara) - at the perineum.

**Meditation:** Upon My Images and Invocations.

**Minerals:** Black jade, tourmalinated quartz, smoky quartz, spectrolite.

**Materials:** Sperm, menstrual blood, waste products, lava.

**Plants:** Fungi, cactus, stinging, poisonous, roots

**Locations:** Subterranean places; lavatories; tips and dumps; ruins; sacred/power sites.

**Sign/House:** Scorpio/Eighth

**Tarot:** XX-Last Judgement

**MY OTHER NAMES**

Pluto is My Greek name, meaning ‘riches’. I am also known as Hades or Aidoneus by the Romans. I am Lord of the Underworld and Profound Transformation. I am ‘The Sower of the Celestial Seed’.

**MY QUOTATIONS**

“As one door closes, another one opens” – Anon

“I die daily” – St James

“O death where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?” – I Corinthians ch.15, v.55

“All things must pass” – Proverb

“Sometimes one has to get to zero before you know the score” – Author

“Though lovers be lost, love shall not; and death shall have no dominion” – Dylan Thomas from *And death shall have no dominion* (1936)

“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil; for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff comfort me” – Book of Common Prayer from *Psalm 23*v.4

“Behold, I make all things new” – Revelation ch.22, v.2

“If there wasn’t death, I think you couldn’t go on” – Stevie Smith in the *Observer* 9 November 1969, p.21

“If thou wouldst only delve” – Marcus Aurelius

**MY PHYSICAL REALITY**

**Size:** If your Earth were the size of a peppercorn I would be the size of a small pinhead. **Distance:** If the Moon were a hands-width distant from your Earth, I would be, on average (see Remarkable Qualities below), 993 paces from Her. **State:** I am what you call an Outer Planet and am composed of rock and ice, and have an atmosphere of methane and nitrogen. **Moons:** I have one Moon, Charon. **Remarkable Qualities:** I have a greatly elliptical orbit which means that I penetrate the orbit of Neptune every 228 years; last time February 1979, exited February 1999, impregnating your System with a new decree from Beyond. **Discovery:** I was discovered by Clyde Tombaugh on February 18th 1930, My existence having been predicted by Percival Lowell.